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ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus for portable checkpointing comprising the steps of: pre-compiling an input application source code and basic data type conversion functions; and outputting an associated output application source code and structure metrics and conversion function source code, wherein the output application source code includes support for portable checkpointing. The portability of the checkpoints allows migration between systems with different hardware, software, and operating systems. The present invention additionally provides a method and apparatus for conversion of data representations between a local machine format and a Universal Checkpoint Format (UCF) and a method for pointer handling, which involves transforming as absolute pointer into a machine independent offset and vice versa.

32 Claims, 44 Drawing Sheets
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FIG. 1
typedef struct {
    char    c;
    double  d;
} cd_t;

typedef struct {
    char    c;
    int     pad;
    double  d;
} cd_t;

FIG. 2
extern int checkpoint();

main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    chkpt_main(argc, argv);
}

chkpt_main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    int n, result;

    n = atoi(argv[1]);
    result = fib(n);
}

fib(int n) {
    if (n > 2)
        return (fib(n-1) + fib(n-2));
    else {
        checkpoint();
        return 1;
    }
}

FIG. 3
int fib (int n)
{
    unsigned long _SL_callid, _SL_addr;
    int _SL_fun0, _SL_fun1;

    switch (_SL_chkptmode) {
    case (_SL_EXEC) : break ;
    case (_SL_RESTORE) :
        _SL_addr = s_stack.top;
        _SL_RESTORE_fib_0 ;
        _SL_CONVERT_fib_0 (_SL_addr);
        switch (_SL_callid) {
            case (0); goto L_SL_call0 ;
            case (1); goto L_SL_call1 ;
            case (2); goto L_SL_call2 ;
        }
    case (_SL_RECOVER) ;
        _SL_addr = s_stack.top;
        _SL_CONVERT_fib_0 (_SL_addr);
        _SL_RESTORE_fib_0 ;
        switch (_SL_callid) {
            case (0) : goto L_SL_call0 ;
            case (1) ; goto L_SL_call1 ;
            case (2) ; goto L_SL_call2 ;
        }
    }
}

::
::

FIG.4
if (n > 2) {
    _SL_callid = 0;
    L_SL_call0:
        _SL_fun0 = fib (n-1);
        switch (_SL_chkptmode) {
            case (_SL_EXEC) : break ;
            case (_SL_SAVE) : _SL_SAVE_fib_0 ;
                return 0 ;
        }
        _SL_callid = 1;
    L_SL_call1:
        _SL_fun1 = fib (n-2)
        switch (_SL_chkptmode) {
            case (_SL_EXEC) : break ;
            case (_SL_SAVE) : _SL_SAVE_fib_0 ;
                return 0 ;
        }
        return _SL_fun0 + _SL_fun1 ;
}
else {
    _SL_callid = 2 ;
    L_SL_call2:
        checkpoint ( ) ;
        switch (_SL_chkptmode ) {
            case (_SL_EXEC) : break ;
            case (_SL_SAVE) : _SL_SAVE_fib_0 ;
                return 0 ;
        }
        return 1 ;
}
#define _SL_SAVE_fib_0 { \n  *- - ( (unsigned long * ) s_stack.top) = _SL_callid; \n  *- - ( (int * ) s_stack.top) = n; \n  *- - ( (int * ) s_stack.top) = _SL_fun0; \n  *- - ( (int * ) s_stack.top) = _SL_fun1; \n}

#define _SL_RESTORE_fib_0 { \n  _SL_fun1 = * ( (int * ) s_stack.top)++; \n  _SL_fun0 = * ( (int * ) s_stack.top)++; \n  n = * ( (int * ) s_stack.top)++; \n  _SL_callid = * ( (unsigned long * ) s_stack.top)++; \n}

static __ inline__ void _SL_CONVERT_fib_0(addr)
unsigned long addr;
{
  _SL_conv_word(addr); ( (int * ) addr)++; 
  _SL_conv_word(addr); ( (int * ) addr)++; 
  _SL_conv_word(addr); ( (int * ) addr)++; 
  _SL_conv_word(addr); ( (unsigned long * ) addr)++; 
}
extern int checkpoint();

chkpt_main() {
    long a[4];
    function1(a);
}

function1(long *p) {
    p += 1;
    checkpoint();
    *p = 2;
}
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FIG. 15
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>plain [s]</th>
<th>instr. [s]</th>
<th>ovh [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP 9000/705 /HPUX9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 9000/715 /HPUX9.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i486DX475 / Linux</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARCstation1+ / Sunos4.1</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARCstation20 / Sunos5.3</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 17**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>plain</th>
<th>instr</th>
<th>copy</th>
<th>local</th>
<th>NFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i486/Linux</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparc1+/4.1</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>21.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparc20/5.3</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>8.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 18
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>heat</th>
<th>matmult</th>
<th>prime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>file</td>
<td>1,061,208</td>
<td>4,546,420</td>
<td>10,836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data/bss</td>
<td>2,156</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>10,528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heap</td>
<td>1,058,884</td>
<td>4,546,148</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stack</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 19
### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of chkpts</th>
<th>( t_{chkpt} ) (s)</th>
<th>ovh</th>
<th>( t_{rec} ) (s)</th>
<th>( t_{chkpt} ) (s)</th>
<th>ovh</th>
<th>( t_{rec} ) (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>196.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>196.1</td>
<td>196.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>196.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>198.0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>201.3</td>
<td>198.0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>202.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>200.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>207.2</td>
<td>201.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>209.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>205.2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>215.0</td>
<td>207.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>220.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>213.0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>231.6</td>
<td>218.7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>240.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>228.9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>262.3</td>
<td>240.5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>282.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>262.9</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>331.6</td>
<td>285.2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>374.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>342.2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>453.2</td>
<td>363.0</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>539.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>430.3</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>684.4</td>
<td>505.3</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>846.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1662.5</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1996.5</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**runtime without instrumentation:** 183.2s

### FIG. 20A

- UCF compatible
- UCF incompatible
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**FIG. 20B**
FIG. 20C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>MinTBC [s]</th>
<th># of chkpts</th>
<th>without storing checkpoint to disk</th>
<th>without storing checkpoint to local disk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UCF compatible</td>
<td>UCF incompatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>time</td>
<td>ovh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i486/Linux</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>456.2</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>272.6</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(179.4s)</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>215.0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>180.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparc1+/Sunos4.1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>314.7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>307.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>306.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>304.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>302.9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparc20+/Sunos5.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>351.5</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 21
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MinTBC</th>
<th>Sparc20/Sunos5.3</th>
<th>Sparc1+/Sunos4.1</th>
<th>i486/Linux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of checkpoints</td>
<td>time [s]</td>
<td>ovh [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[s]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 2 4 6 8 16 32</td>
<td>256 256 256</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24 101 267.9 260</td>
<td>188 282.7 294.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12 5 3 2 1 3 1</td>
<td>48.8 28.6 27.4 26.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6 3 1 2 1 2 1</td>
<td>256 256 256</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>255.6 253.3 251.9 250.7 250.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>15 1 7 3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>5 2 1 0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1 0 0 0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plain</td>
<td>- 26.1 - 250.5 - - 82.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ORIGINAL SOURCE CODE

INSERT MARKERS FOR POTENTIAL PORTABLE CHECKPOINTING

PRE-COMPILe TO INCLUDE SUPPORT FOR PORTABLE CHECKPOINTING

COMPILE

EXECUTE (WITH MinTBC SPECIFIED)

FIG. 23A
SELECTIVELY ACTIVATE PORTABLE CHECKPOINTING AT THE NEXT POTENTIAL CHECKPOINT MARKER

SAVE THE PORTABLE CHECKPOINT TO STABLE STORAGE

WAIT MinTBC

FIG. 24
RESTART THE EXECUTABLE CODE

LOAD THE LAST PORTABLE CHECKPOINT INTO THE SHADOW STACK

RESTORE THE DATA/BSS, HEAP SEGMENT, AND STACK

RESUME EXECUTION FROM THE POINT IN CODE WHERE LAST PORTABLE CHECKPOINT WAS TAKEN

FIG. 25
FIG. 26A
CREATING PRE-COMPIILER SOURCE CODE AND ARCHITECTURE-SPECIFIC CONFIGURATION FILES

GATHERING METRICS ON THE CONFIGURATION FILES TO PRODUCE A METRIC FILE

 Compiling the PRE-COMPIILER SOURCE CODE AND THE METRIC FILE TO GENERATE A PRE-COMPIILER

FIG. 26B
IDENTIFYING DATA STRUCTURES OF THE APPLICATION PROGRAM THAT NEED TO BE CHECKPOINTED

GENERATING A SHADOW STRUCTURE

CREATING A STRUCTURE METRIC TO STORE CONVERSION SPECIFIC INFORMATION

FIG. 28
struct X {
    short s;
} ;

struct Y {
    int i;
} ;

struct Y *p;
struct timeval t;

struct Z {
    long long d;
    struct X x;
    char c;
} z;

FIG. 29A
typedef struct FieldMetric {
    int offset, size;
    int ucfoffset, ucfsize;
    int dim;
} fieldmetric_t;

typedef struct StructMetric {
    int numfields;
    fieldmetric_t *m;
    int size, align;
    int ucfsize, ucfalign;
} structmetric_t;

FIG. 29B
struct X {
    char x[2];
    double d;
} a[3];

fieldmetric_t fm[2] = {
    { 0, 1, 0, 1, 2 },
    { 4, 8, 8, 8, 1 }
};

structmetric_t X_metric =
    { 2, fm 12, 4, 16, 8, ... };
int result;
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
    int n, *p;
    n = atoi(argv[1]);
    p = &result;
    *p = fib(n);
    if (n >= 2)
        return (fib(n-1) + fib(n-2));
    else
        return 1;
}
PUSHING OBJECTS ON THE SHADOW STACK

IDENTIFYING POINTERS

GENERATING ASSOCIATED OFFSET VALUES

ADDING THE ASSOCIATED OFFSET VALUES TO THE SHADOW STACK

FIG. 34
PUSHING AN OBJECT ON THE SHADOW STACK

3510

DETERMINING IF THE OBJECT CAN BE POINTED TO?

3520

YES

PLACING THE OBJECT ON THE OBJECT STACK

3530

NO

IDENTIFYING IF THE OBJECT IS A POINTER OR INCLUDES A POINTER

3540

YES

SEARCHING THE OBJECT STACK FOR A POINTER'S TARGET ADDRESS

3550

NO (FORWARD POINTER)

FINDING TARGET ADDRESS

3560

PUTTING POINTERS ON POINTER STACK

3570

NO (BACKWARD POINTER)

GENERATING AN OFFSET VALUE

3580

ADDING THE OFFSET VALUE TO THE SHADOW STACK

3590

FIG. 35
COMPLETING THE PUSHING OF THE SHADOW STACK

LOCATING FORWARD POINTERS IN THE SHADOW STACK

CALCULATING AN OFFSET VALUE FOR EACH POINTER

INSERTING THE OFFSET VALUES IN THE SHADOW STACK
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Providing a customized memory allocator

Maintaining a used list with pointers to allocated memory blocks

Extending the memory block header to include additional information

**FIG. 37**
SCANNING THE USED LIST FOR POINTERS

PUSHING THE POINTED TO HEAP OBJECTS ON TO THE SHADOW STACK
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PORTABLE CHECKPOINTING USING DATA STRUCTURE METRICS AND CONVERSION FUNCTIONS

This invention is a continuation-in-part of application No. 08/888,013, entitled “A Method and Apparatus for Portable Checkpointing” which was filed on Jul. 3, 1997.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates generally to a method and apparatus for portable checkpointing and specifically to a method and apparatus for pre-compiling user software, written in a general-purpose programming language, to enable portable checkpoints in a Universal Checkpoint Format (UCF).

2. Background of the Related Art

As Internetworking matures, worldwide distributed computing will become more prevalent. Simple probabilistic analysis suggests that such large geographically distributed systems will exhibit a high probability of single failures, even if each individual component is quite reliable. Due to the difficulties associated with programming such systems today, local area networks (LANs) are still used heavily for long running simulations. Even on such systems, failures occur frequently due to a variety of reasons including network failures, process failures, and even administration down time. Thus, fault tolerance is fast becoming an essential feature for networked programming systems.

Large distributed systems are inherently heterogeneous in nature. Even LANs today often consist of a mixture of binary incompatible hardware components and operate with an even larger variety of operating systems, or different versions of the same operating system. Providing fault tolerance in such environments is a key technical challenge, especially since it requires that checkpointing and recovery be portable across the constituent architectures and operating systems.

A checkpoint is the state of a computation, saved partway through its execution. A checkpoint can be restored and the computation can be recovered from that state. Portable checkpoints are machine independent checkpoints based on the automatic generation of checkpointing and recovery code.

The subject of checkpoints has been investigated by several researchers, especially in the field of fault tolerance. Unfortunately, no one has been able to develop the technology (software or otherwise) that provides for machine independent state generation and restoration for general-purpose programming languages.

In the present invention, a user software program is pre-compiled with a source-to-source pre-compiler before a native compiler generates the machine dependent object code. This object code may now generate portable checkpoints of the program state on a stable storage medium at a desired frequency. The checkpoint can be recovered on a binary incompatible machine, possibly with a different processor and operating system.

Some application areas of this technology are support of fault tolerance in heterogeneous computer networks, migrating processes to binary compatible machines for load balancing or load redistribution, suspension of execution of a program for subsequent execution at a later time on a possibly different configuration of machines, or retrospective diagnostics and debugging.

This method provides a cheap and cost-effective solution to computationally intensive problems where dependability is critical, either because a quick response time is essential, or because failures result in higher operation costs. Important application areas include e.g., air-traffic control, battlefield virtual reality simulation, hardware design, and VLSI design and test. Current technology requires companies (e.g., IBM, Intel, Boeing) to invest heavily in replicated hardware, or spend substantial effort and time running long and complex simulations to identify and debug flaws and potential weaknesses in their product designs.

The problem of reliability in computing systems has been studied in many different forms. The evaluation of the performability of degradable computing systems was first addressed in a seminal paper by Myer, J. F. On evaluating the performability of degradable computing systems, IEEE Transactions on Computers, 29(8):720–731, August 1980.


There has also been work in optimizing the checkpointing and recovery process. Beck M., Plank J. S., Kingsley G. Compiler-assisted checkpointing. Technical Report CS-94-269, University of Tennessee, December 1994. submitted to FTCS 95. Beck et al classify checkpointing optimizations into two categories: latency hiding optimizations and memory exclusion optimizations. Latency hiding optimizations make a copy of the checkpoint in main memory and overlap the task of writing the checkpoint to stable storage with useful computation. Compression algorithms have been used to reduce the amount of data to be checkpointed, although it has been shown that compression is only beneficial in systems exhibiting contention for secondary storage.

Memory exclusion optimizations include incremental checkpointing, compiler-assistance to reduce the frequency and volume of checkpoints, and user-directed checkpointing. The use of hardware support to identify memory pages that have changed since the last checkpoint has been proposed (Elnozahy E. N., Johnson D. B., Zwacwaneo W. The performance of consistent checkpointing. IEEE Symposium on Reliable and Distributed Systems, pages 39–47, October 1992). These pages are then copied to secondary storage using copy-on-write while program execution continues. While yielding very low checkpointing overhead, a primary disadvantage of this method is that is restricted to binary compatible hardware and operating systems.

The use of compilers to assist in the checkpointing process was first proposed by Li anduchs (Li C-C. J., Fuchs W. K. CATCH—Compiler-assisted Techniques for Checkpointing, an International Symposium on Fault Tolerant Computing, pages 74–81, 1990 and Li C-C. L., Stewart E. M., Fuchs W. K. Compiler Assisted Full Checkpointing. Software—Practice and Experience, 24 no. 10:871–8861,
October 1994), where the compiler identifies points in the program where checkpoints may potentially be taken, and heuristics are used to determine which of these checkpoints will be activated. Beck et al propose extensions to the transparent libckpt library for automatic uniprocessor checkpointing. They support compiler directives that may be provided by the programmer (or a static analyzer) to optimize the frequency of checkpointing and the amount of information that needs to be checkpointed, by identifying memory that can be excluded from being checkpointed. This work does not address portability.

Elnozahy et al (Elnozahy E. N., Johnson D. B., Zwaenepoel W. The performance of consistent checkpointing. In *IEEE Symposium on Reliable and Distributed Systems*, pages 39–47, October 1992) and Plank et al (Clark J. S., Beck M., Kingsley G., Li K. L. #696;e Transparent Checkpointing under Unix. In *Proceedings of the Usenix Winter Technical Conference*, San Francisco, Calif., January 1995) have proposed efficient implementation techniques to minimize the overhead of checkpointing to less than 2% of the execution time. The techniques developed in these references rely on efficient page-based bulk copying and hardware support to identify memory pages modified since the last checkpoint. Unfortunately, these optimizations are restricted to binary compatible hardware and operating systems.

The issue of portability across heterogeneous architectures has been addressed in the language community (Franz M. Code generation on the Fly: A Key to Portable Software. PhD thesis, Institute for Computer Systems, ETH Zurich, 1994) and Gosling J. The Java Language Environment. Technical Report, Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, Calif., 1995. white paper. Languages like Java provide an interpreter-based approach to portability where the program byte code is first “migrated” to the client platform for local interpretation. Unfortunately, such methods severely compromise performance since they run at least an order of magnitude slower than comparable C programs. Another possibility is “compilation on the fly” which provides portability by compiling the source code on the desired target machine immediately prior to execution. This technique requires the construction of a complex language environment. Moreover, to date neither interpreter-based systems nor compilation on the fly are explicitly designed to support fault tolerance.

The idea of stack mobility has been explored by researchers in a limited context. Theimer and Hayes (Theimer M. M., Hayes B. Heterogeneous Process Migration by Recomposition. In *Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Distributed Computing Systems*, pages 18–25, July 1991) present a recomposition-based approach to heterogeneous process migration. Their compilation technique is to, upon migration, translate the state of a program into a machine independent state. Then, a migration program is generated that represents the state, and can be compiled on a target machine. When run, the machine independent migration program recreates the process. Rather than compiling a migration program each time that a checkpoint is to be taken, the present method instruments the original program with code that barely affects the runtime during normal execution. This avoids the overhead of compiling a migration program and is conceptually much simpler. Furthermore, Theimer and Hayes make several assumptions including one that “the state of a program at any migration point is sufficiently well-specified to allow its complete translation between machine-dependent and independent forms.” What constitutes a migration point, and how this program state is identified and translated are not discussed.

Richards and Ramkumar (Richards, R. J., Ramkumar B. Blocking Entry Points in Message-Driven Parallel Systems. In *International Conference on Parallel Processing*, August 1995) report the transformations needed to support runtime stack mobility for small tasks in a portable parallel language called ELMO. The technique relies on explicit programmer support for marshaling and unmarshaling complex data structures. The transformations were developed for task migration in portable parallel programming environments for homogeneous networks and did not discuss fault tolerance or checkpointing.

Zhou et al (Zhou S., Stumm M., Li K., Wortman D. Heterogeneous Distributed Shared Memory. *IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems*, 3 no. 5:540-554, September 1992) describe the Mermaid system for distributed shared memory on heterogeneous systems. This system is not fault tolerant, but generates data representation conversion routines automatically for all shared memory objects. This paper provides a detailed treatment on conversion. A major difference from the present invention is the conversion code generation for complex data types. Whereas Mermaid uses “utility software” to generate this code, the present invention utilizes the information provided by the abstract syntax tree to this end. Another design decision of Mermaid is the dedication of a page of memory to a particular data type. Although the authors defend this method in the context of dynamically allocated shared memory, such an organization is clearly impractical for the runtime stack, which has to be converted too when saving a checkpoint. Moreover, the poor data locality caused by this data organization is likely to result in a significant loss in performance.

Seligman and Beguelin (Seligman E., Beguelin A. High-Level Fault Tolerance in Distributed Programs. Technical Report CMU-CS-904-225, Carnegie Mellon University, December 1994) have developed checkpointing and restart methods in the context of the Dome C++ environment. Dome provides checkpointing at multiple levels, ranging from high level user-directed checkpointing that sacrifices transparency for portability and low overhead, to low level checkpointing that is transparent but results in non-portable code and requires larger checkpoints. Dome’s checkpointing is designed for portability, but requires that the program be written in the form of a main loop that computes and checkpoints alternately. This obviates the need to store the runtime stack. Our approach, on the other hand, provides a general mechanism to save the runtime stack.

Smith and Hutchinson (Smith P., Hutchinson N. C., Heterogeneous Process Migration: The Tui System. Technical report, Department of Computer Science, University of British Columbia, Vancouver BC V6T 1Z4, Canada) address the problem of migration of tasks across incompatible architectures using a scheme that translates the binary image of a process from one machine representation to another. In Tui, when a process is selected for migration, a migration process is called to checkpoint the process. The checkpoint state is converted to an intermediate form and sent to the target machine. On the destination machine, a migration process reads and translates the intermediate form into the local representation. It assumes that type information is available for the data segment on the destination machine. In order to achieve this, the language compiler is modified to obtain location and type information needed by the target machine. The complexity of compiler modification led the authors to choose the Amsterdam Compiler Kit (ACK) over more widely used compilers like gcc. Moreover, ACK had to be modified in a machine dependent manner to
effect the migration. Unlike the present invention, the Tui system is only
designed for programs compiled using the
ACK compiler and is limited to the target machines
supported by this compiler.

In contrast to these other methods, our invention presents
a novel method and apparatus for portable checking in
heterogeneous network environments. Programs can be
checkpointed on one machine running UNIX, and transpar-
ently recovered on a machine with different byte-ordering
and data-alignments. The present invention provides a new,
efficient portable checkpointing and recovery mechanism
that provides both portable program execution as well as
fault tolerance in heterogeneous environments.

The above references are incorporated by reference herein
where appropriate for appropriate teachings of additional or
alternative details, features and/or technical background.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a method of portable
checkpointing in which a source-to-source pre-compiler is
used to pre-compile the source code of a user program into
a semantically equivalent program with the additional func-
tionality to save and recover from portable checkpoints.

More specifically, the present invention provides a
method and apparatus for conversion of data representations
between a local machine format and a Universal Checkpoint
Format (UCF) and a method for pointer handling, which
involves transforming an absolute pointer into a machine
independent offset and vice versa.

The method and apparatus according to the present
invention, called shadow checkpointing, uses extensive
compiler and run-time support to provide migratable check-
points and heterogeneous recovery across all UNIX-based
workstations and personal computers. It is demonstrated,
through appropriate testing, that shadow checkpoints are
robust across architecture, operating system as well as
compiler variations across target platforms. Furthermore, the
overhead of providing shadow checkpointing is very low
making it both viable and practical.

Most of the results presented in relation to the present
invention are available to C programs, although this idea can be
extended to other programming languages such as C++,
Java, and Fortran. The flexibility afforded by pointers pro-
vides the real technical challenge when supporting portable
checkpointing. It is assumed that any program under con-
sideration for shadow checkpointing has been written in a
portable manner. In other words, it is assumed that the
program can be compiled and executed to yield the desired
result on any of the heterogeneous platforms under consid-
eration without modification.

An object of the present invention is to provide a method
for machine independent (e.g., PCs, Workstations, etc) gen-
eration and restoration of checkpoints for general purpose
programming languages (e.g., C, C++, Fortran).

An additional object of the present invention is to provide
a Universal Checkpoint Format (UCF) which can be opti-
mized for particular computing platforms and operating
systems.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a
general and extensible method for conversion of data rep-
resentations between the local machine format and the UCF.

An additional object of the present invention is to provide
a method for pointer handling which involves transforming
an absolute pointer into a machine independent offset and
vice versa.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a
method for portable checkpointing which is transparent to
the programmer and which can be applied to legacy code for
which source code is available.

An additional object of the present invention is to provide
a method for portable checkpointing having low runtime
overhead and low memory and disk overhead.

An advantage of the present invention is that the method
provides fault tolerance in heterogeneous computer net-
works.

An additional advantage of the present invention is that it
provides a cost effective solution to computationally inten-
sive problems in which dependability is critical.

Another advantage of the present invention is that it
allows the migration of processes to binary incompatible
machines for load balancing or load redistribution, suspen-
sion of execution of a program for subsequent execution at
a later time on a possibly different configuration of
machines, or retrospective diagnostics and debugging.

A feature of the present invention is a Universal Check-
point Format (UCF) which can be optimized for particular
computing platforms and operating systems.

An additional feature of the present invention is the applicability of the method to any general purpose program-
ning language.

Another feature of the present invention is heterogeneous
recovery that makes it possible to write a checkpoint on one
architecture, and read it during recovery on a possibly
different architecture.

These and other objects, advantages, and features can be
accomplished in accordance with the present invention by
provision of a method for portable checkpointing compris-
ing the steps of pre-compiling an input application source
code and basic data type conversion functions; and output-
ing an associated output application source code and struc-
ture metrics and conversion function source code, wherein
the output application source code includes support for
portable checkpointing.

Additional objects, advantages, and features of the inven-
tion will be set forth in part in the description which follows
and will in part become apparent to those having ordinary
skill in the art upon examination of the following or may be
learned from practice of the invention. The objects and
advantages of the invention may be realized and attained as
particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will be described in detail with reference to
the following drawings in which like reference numerals
refer to like elements wherein:

FIG. 1 shows an example of the organization of a typical
shadow address space according to an embodiment of the
invention.

FIG. 2 shows UCF padding of source code according to
an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 3 shows a recursive program, fib, to compute
Fibonacci numbers according to an embodiment of the
invention.

FIG. 4 shows the jump table generated at the entry of
function fib according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 5 shows the function call wrappers generated in the
body of function fib according to an embodiment of the
invention.

FIG. 6 shows compiler generated code for saving,
restoring, and converting the variables in function fib
according to an embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 7 shows a code fragment illustrating the shadow checkpointer method, according to one embodiment of the invention, with call by reference.

FIG. 8 shows checkpointing of the stack for the code fragment of FIG. 7 according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 9 shows recovery of the stack for the code fragment of FIG. 7 according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 10 shows checkpointing of backward pointers, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 11 shows checkpointing in the presence of forward stack pointers from heap and data/bss segments into the stack, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 12 illustrates recovery from the checkpoint for the stack pointers of FIG. 11, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 13 shows the handling of heap pointers located in the data/bss segment and on the stack, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 14 shows checkpointing in the presence of data/bss pointers located on the stack and heap, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 15 shows recovery in the presence of data/bss pointers located on the stack and heap, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 16 shows checkpointing in the presence of forward pointers (forward referring to the direction of save traversal) within the data/bss segment, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 17 shows the overhead of code instrumentation for fib, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 18 shows the runtimes of different systems without checkpoint instrumentation (plain), with instrumentation but without storing a single checkpoint (instr), saving one checkpoint specified by using an appropriate timer value—on the shadow stack without writing it to disk (copy), saving one checkpoint on the shadow stack and writing it to a local disk (local) and via NFS to a remote disk (NFS), according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 19 shows checkpoint sizes and breakdowns for example applications, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 20A–C summarize the results of experiments with checkpointing to the local disk, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 21 summarizes the runtimes and overheads for the checkpointed dense matrix-matrix multiplications of two dense 615×615 matrices without failures, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 22 shows the results of running prime without failures on the first 10,009,000 natural numbers with a grain size of 250, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 23A shows a method of pre-compiling input source code and outputting an output source code which includes support for portable checkpointing, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 23B shows an apparatus of pre-compiling input source code and outputting an output source code which includes support for portable checkpointing, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 24 shows a method for selectively activating portable checkpoints at the next potential checkpointer marker, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 25 shows a method for recovering from portable checkpoints, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 26A–B show the information flow and method for introducing architecture specific configuration information into the cc2fc pre-compiler, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 27A–B show the information flow and method for pre-compiling and compiling program.c to produce program.exe, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 28 shows a method for generating a structure metric, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 29A shows an example to illustrate the dependency analysis method, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 29B shows a simplified form of structure metric, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 30 shows a structure metric example, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 31 shows a code fragment and stack for checkpointing backward pointers, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 32 shows a code fragment and stack for checkpointing forward pointers, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 33 shows data structures used for dynamic memory management, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 34 shows a method for run-time support of pointers during portable checkpointing, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 35 shows a further method for run-time support of pointers during portable checkpointing, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 36 shows a method for run-time support of forward pointers during portable checkpointing, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 37 shows a method for supporting portable checkpointing of heap data structures, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 38 shows a method for portable checkpointing of heap data structures, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Some of the concepts related to this invention are disclosed in the following two reports by the inventors: Volker Strumpen, Balkrishna Ramkumar, Portable Checkpointing and Recovery in Heterogeneous Environments, Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Iowa, Technical Report No. 96-6-1, June 1996 and B. Ramkumar and V. Strumpen, Portable Checkpointing for Heterogeneous Architectures, Proceedings of the 27th Fault-Tolerant Computing Symposium, Jun. 25–27, 1997. Both of these reports are incorporated herein by reference.

Recent advances in networking and architecture design are making workstations and personal computers omnipresent. The arrival of the next generation of personal workstations will only serve to increase this trend. Their low cost and easy availability make workstation networks scalable and, in all likelihood, the parallel processing systems of the future.

A direct consequence of this wide availability and use is the wide variation in computing environments in use today. Such networks are typically heterogeneous and support a
variety of processor and operating system configurations. Moreover, it is possible to find two or more workstations on a network with identical hardware configurations running different operating systems or different versions of the same operating system. Finally, each workstation typically presents the programmer/user with a choice of compilers, which are typically incompatible with each other. Compilers impose their own differences during the creation of stack frames, handling of procedure calls, etc. On machines that are not binary compatible, programs need to be compiled separately for different machines, and no assumptions can be made about compiler compatibility during checkpointing and recovery.

This diversity in platforms makes it very difficult to recover from failure on one machine on a different machine on the network. Providing fault tolerance in such environments presents two key challenges: (a) migratable checkpoints: a universal checkpoint format (LICF) that is generated and recognized by every architecture, and (b) heterogeneous recovery that makes it possible to write a checkpoint on one architecture, and read it during recovery on a possibly different architecture. This problem is broadly defined as portable checkpointing.

Besides fault tolerance, portable checkpointing also provides portable program execution together with the ability to migrate processes across the different platforms during program execution. This also allows for the interesting possibility of running each phase of a multi-phase computation on the machine best suited to it.

CHECKPOINTING PROPERTIES

For a checkpointing method to be commercially viable, it must exhibit the following properties:

Transparency: The programmer should not need to do more than use a different compiler and link a library with the application object code in order to render the executable code fault tolerant. The pre-compiler should also be able to analyze and insert checkpoint requests at suitable points in the user code. Since users frequently run legacy codes, it is not reasonable to require them to specify where in the code checkpoints must be taken. The runtime system will use a timer to selectively exercise pre-compiler-generated checkpoint requests. This yields some interesting tradeoffs between the frequency of checkpointing and the mean time between failures (MTBF) on the target machine.

Portability: Checkpoints must be portable. Sometimes, it is necessary or desirable to recover a failed or interrupted computation on a different processor architecture. Upon failure, it is not reasonable to assume a binary compatible processor using the same operating system is always available.

Runtime Overhead: The overhead due to checkpointing must be minimized. If the overhead is unacceptably high, it may be more efficient to avoid checkpointing and simply rerun the application in the event of failure. The overhead on the overall execution time must be kept very low. The overhead will depend on the volume of data that will need to be checkpointed.

Memory overhead: The size of checkpoints must be minimal. On real systems, the available memory and disk space may affect both the ability to checkpoint, as well as the performance of checkpointing (due to increased swapping). The available memory may even limit the problem size of the program.

PORTABILITY OBSTACLES

In order to make checkpoints portable across different architecture-operating system configurations, it is necessary to identify and overcome several hurdles. The primary obstacles to portable checkpointing are as follows:

Architecture: The primary obstacle for portability is the variety of representation and sizes of basic data types and the data layout in memory.

Data representation: Although most recent architectures support the IEEE floating point standard 754, there is no agreement about implementing little endian and big endian memory addressing. Furthermore, the number of bits invested into the representation of basic data types varies, and is currently changing with the introduction of 64-bit architectures.

Alignment: Different memory architectures require different alignments. Since compiler writers tend to optimize space efficiency, alignment computations optimize the underlying memory architecture to a certain extent. As a consequence, data objects can have different sizes on different architectures if the data representations are identical.

Hardware Support of Efficient Compilation: The number of registers available and related hardware support plays an important role in the organization of the runtime stack. On Sun workstations, the presence of register windows leads to a very different stack frame layout when compared to, for example, an HP workstation. As a result, the runtime stack layout varies from architecture to architecture.

UNIX (Operating System) implementation: Differences among UNIX implementations (BSD/System V) complicate checkpoint portability.

Address space: The address space, or memory layout, of a UNIX process is not portable. Besides the fact that different page sizes are used, the quasi-standard address space places the text and data/bss segments at the bottom and grows the heap segment upwards above these segments. The stack grows downwards from the address space. The HP-UX operating system, on the other hand, divides the address space into four quadrants, places the text segment into the first quadrant, data/bss and heap into the second, and grows the stack upwards starting near the middle of the second quadrant. Page-based checkpointing cannot provide portability across different address space layouts.

System calls: Different UNIX systems may provide access to the same functionality by means of different names (getpagessize/sysconf) or provide system calls with the same name but different functionalities (mprotect). Whereas some operating systems allow for protecting any page of a process's virtual address space at user level, some only provide this feature for memory-mapped areas. The later ones do not facilitate the implementation of page-based checkpointing methods.

Language features: Certain programming language features yield runtime behavior that is not portable.

Pointers into a process's address space are in general not portable when considering different architectures or different address space layouts.

Dynamic memory management is system specific, due to differences in allocation methods.

SHADOW CHECKPOINTING

As discussed earlier, it is desirable to transparently checkpoint a program at periodic intervals. The interval can be determined as a function of:
The mean time between Failures (MTBF). Assuming that the application is not responsible for the failure, for an application to converge toward successful completion, it is necessary that checkpointing frequency be higher than the expected failure frequency.

The recomputation required. The more frequently a program is checkpointed, the less the amount of computation loss. The computation loss is defined as the amount of the computation between the last checkpoint and the point of failure. It is important that this recomputation be reported as part of the cost of recovery. The size of the program data that needs to be checkpointed.

If the checkpoints are very large, it is clearly desirable to checkpoint as infrequently as possible.

The design trade-offs in checkpoint and recovery methods involve both system and program properties. In particular, the mean time between failure (MTBF) can be viewed as a system property, assuming that the failure is not caused by the application program. On the other hand checkpoint size is primarily dependent on the program, and the points in the program execution where the checkpoint is taken. Therefore, the method distinguishes potential checkpoint locations of a program from checkpoints that are actually stored. Potential checkpoint locations are program specific and may be chosen by a pre-compiler or user in order to minimize checkpoint size. The optimal frequency of checkpointing depends on the underlying system’s MTBF. Assuming that potential checkpoint locations are reached relatively often during MTBF, the minimum time between checkpoints (MinTBC) can be optimized based on the system’s MTBF.

In general, at compile time it is not possible to determine the ideal location for each checkpoint. However, a pre-compiler may be able to determine good potential checkpoint locations with a view to minimize the checkpoint size. At run time, an optimal checkpointing frequency can be computed and used to selectively exercise some of these checkpoints in the event that the potential checkpoints are encountered relatively frequently.

In accordance with one embodiment of the invention, a portable checkpointing method provides (1) a mechanism to mark potential checkpoint locations, (2) timer-based control for selective activation of checkpoints. The first potential checkpoint marker encountered after the timer has expired is selectively activated. The timer is then reset following completion of the checkpoint.

In accordance with another embodiment of the invention, a source-to-source pre-compiler, c2fc, translates C programs into fault tolerant C programs. This pre-compiler generates code for saving and recovering portable checkpoints to enable fault tolerance across heterogeneous architectures. The c2fc pre-compiler instruments the source program based on potential checkpoint locations in the program specified by the programmer.

In a further embodiment, the pre-compiler automatically inserts checkpoint requests at pre-compile time. c2fc maintains checkpoints in a Universal Checkpoint Format (UCF), a machine independent format which is customizable for any given configuration of heterogeneous machines by specifying basic data types including byte order, size, and alignment. Other representation issues such as the encoding of denormalized numbers can be handled by supplying architecture specific conversion routines. Once generated, these checkpoints can be restored on binary incompatible architectures.

The c2fc pre-compiler represents an approach to portable checkpointing based on source-to-source pre-compilation. This approach represents an elegant solution to three key problems:

- Preservation of program semantics: Source-to-source transformations guarantee that program semantics remain invariant, because they are target independent.
- Availability of type information of program data during checkpointing: In order to generate conversion code, type information for all variables declared in the program must be available.
- Portable runtime support: The approach permits the choice of fault tolerance transformations that do not expose architecture dependencies, thereby enabling portable runtime support.

Source-code level transformations, i.e. pre-compiling the original source code, can provide portability, where system-based approaches would become very complex or even fail. For example, in order to capture the state of the stack at the system level, not only do program counter, stack pointer, and other architecture specific states need to be saved, knowledge of compiler-specific behavior is also necessary. The stack frame layout must be known in order to associate type information with corresponding memory locations to effect conversion of data representations. Some compilers do not reserve stack space for variables stored in registers. In such cases, a system-based approach would also have to provide support for saving and restoring register contents across machines with potentially different register sets. It is unclear how portability could be provided in such situations.

Moreover, source-to-source pre-compilation provides opportunities for additional optimizations that cannot be exploited by system-based methods such as:

1) It is possible to perform live variable analysis at pre-compile time and reduce the amount of data that needs to be checkpointed.
2) Pre-compile-time analysis can be used to identify potential checkpoint locations in a program to reduce checkpointing overhead.
3) Pre-compile-time analysis can be used to support garbage collection of the heap at run time before checkpoints are taken.

The c2fc applies transformations for fault tolerance to the abstract syntax tree of a C program. These transformations involve analysis, minor changes to the source code such as moving function calls out of expressions, and adding new code to effect portable checkpoints at the application level.

In the current embodiment, the user must specify potential checkpoint locations by inserting a call to the library function checkpoint. The frequency of checkpointing is controlled using a timer that activates checkpointing when the next potential checkpoint location is visited. Then, the state of the program is pushed onto the shadow stack, which is subsequently saved on stable storage. The shadow stack is maintained in the Universal Checkpoint Format (UCF). On UCF-incompatible machines, data are converted on-the-fly while pushing the state onto the shadow stack, and vice versa during recovery. The code for pushing and popping variables from the shadow stack as well as for conversion is pre-compiler generated.

PORTABILITY STRUCTURES

The following structures, shadow address space and Universal Checkpoint Format (UCF), are presented to support portable checkpoints, according to one embodiment of the invention:

1. Shadow address space is user-level partitioning of a process’s virtual address space. Its functions are to (1) reserve memory for the shadow stack, which can be viewed as a marshaling buffer for the checkpoint, (2) support
user-level heap allocation to simplify pointer resolution, and (3) provide performance optimization by using interrupts to handle shadow stack overflows.

FIG. 1 shows an example of the organization of a typical shadow address space. At the bottom are the text, data and bss segments, whereas the stack is aligned to the top of the address space. The heap area is used to allocate a sufficient amount of memory that holds the activation heap, the shadow stack and the data structures needed for managing memory and checkpointing. These include the pointer stack, explained below, and the malloc lists of our user-level memory management of the activation heap. To distinguish the runtime stack from the shadow stack, it is called activation stack in the following. The shadow stack is the central data structure for checkpointing. All variables defining the state of the program at the time of checkpointing are pushed onto the shadow stack. Eventually, the shadow stack holds the checkpoint in a contiguous area of memory, that can be transferred to stable storage.

The pointer stack and malloc lists are dynamic data structures. Write protected virtual memory pages are used to handle overflows efficiently. On systems that do not allow for user-level heap allocation to permit efficient pointer overflow checks need to be included in the shadow stack and memory allocation operations.

Malloc lists are managed by a heap memory management method that maintains more information about a heap object than the operating system is necessary for checkpointing and recovering pointers. During program translation, functions are generated to explicitly save, convert and restore data in each stack frame, each dynamically allocated data type, and global data in the program. References to these functions are associated with each allocated memory block.

An important reason for introducing the shadow stack has been the fact that transferring a large checkpoint via a network is the most time consuming portion of checkpointing. Once the checkpoint is available on the shadow stack, communication latency hiding can be used to transfer the checkpoint and continue the computation at the same time.

The shadow address space is a user-level partitioning of a process's virtual address space. Its functions are to: (1) reserve memory for the shadow stack, which can be viewed as a marshaling buffer for the checkpoint, (2) support user-level checkpointing to permit efficient pointer resolution, and (3) provide performance optimization by using interrupts to handle shadow stack overflows.

The shadow stack is the central data structure for checkpointing. All variables defining the state of the program (e.g., global, dynamically allocated and automatic stack variables) at the time of checkpointing are systematically pushed onto the shadow stack. During the checkpointing process, pointer variables are translated into offsets to render them portable. During recovery, the offsets are replaced by the references to the original target. Eventually, the shadow stack holds the checkpoint in a contiguous area of memory, that can be transferred to stable storage.

The shadow stack essentially doubles the memory requirement of an application. One of several options to service memory, if the DRAM cannot hold the shadow stack, is to memory-map the shadow stack to local disk, trading checkpointing overhead for memory requirement. This will still be substantially faster than transferring a large checkpoint via a network which is the most time-consuming portion of checkpointing. Once the checkpoint is available on the shadow stack, copy-on-write methods or communication latency hiding, as disclosed in Strumpen V. Software-Based Communication Latency Hiding for Commodity Networks. In International Conference on Parallel Processing, August 1996, which is incorporated herein by reference, may be used to efficiently transfer the checkpoint and continue the computation at the same time.

2. Universal Checkpoint Format (UCF) specifies the layout of a portable checkpoint, such as header information and data segments, as well as the data representations and alignments used in the checkpoint. UCF data representations and alignments can be specified by the user. As such, UCF is an adaptable format that can be customized to particular networks. For example, data representations and alignments of the majority of available machines in the network can be chosen. Since UCF-incompatible systems have to convert data types, UCF-incompatible systems pay a runtime penalty. The concept of UCF for portable checkpoints is similar to, but more flexible than, the external data representation (XDR) for remote procedure calls.

UCF is a flexible and adaptable format that can be customized to a particular network by specifying byte order, size and alignment of basic types, as well as complex data representations such as denormalized numbers. Typically, data representations and alignments of the majority of available machines in the network should be chosen as the UCF format to minimize the overhead of converting data types to and from the UCF format on UCF-incompatible systems. In evolving networks, the UCF format can be changed as frequently as necessary; this only requires that programs requiring checkpointing be recompiled before execution.

Alignment incompatibilities pose special problems on portability. Consider the example in FIG. 2. The size of structure cl_1 on the left, depends on the data representations and alignment. For example, on both i486/Linux system and Sparc/SunOS system, a char consumes 1 byte and a double 8 bytes. However, on the former system, a double is 4 byte aligned leading to a structure size of 12 bytes, whereas a double on the later system is 8 byte aligned, yielding a structure size of 16 bytes. To cope with such alignment incompatibilities, the pre-compiler generates padding variables into the source code according to the UCF alignment. The declaration in FIG. 2 on the right introduces the integer pad for this purpose. The benefits of uniform structure sizes during checkpointing and recovery outweigh the network loss of space efficiency incurred on all UCF-incompatible systems. All UCF data representations and alignments must be at least as large as the maximum values on all systems potentially being used. Data representation conversion, which happens on all systems incompatible to UCF, is done in-place on the shadow stack.

EXISTENTIAL VARIABLES

Reduction of checkpoint size and thus overall checkpointing overhead is based on the identification of the state of a program at a potential checkpoint location at pre-compile time. The state consists of the set of existential variables at a given potential checkpoint location. A variable is existential at a potential checkpoint location if, it is assigned before \( l_1 \) and appears in an expression after \( l_1 \).

The basic method for saving the existential variables of the stack is to visit all stack frames, and save the existential variables specified at pre-compile time. For a portable implementation, only function call and return instructions can be used safely. Consequently, checkpointing the stack is implemented by returning the function call sequence, thereby visiting each individual stack frame, and restoring the stack by calling the same function call sequence again. This method allows for identifying existential variables at
means of a call to function checkpoint. c2ftc transforms function fib into the code shown in FIGS. 4, 5 and 6. Function main is transformed analogously.

The program may execute in one of four modes. This mode of execution is kept in the global state variable _SL__chkptmode.

Normal execution: During normal execution of the program the execution mode is set to _SL__EXEC. The jump table is skipped as shown in FIG. 4 and the original call sequence is assigned to the entry point into the function for use during the restore and recover phases as shown in FIG. 5.

Save phase: The variables of the stack frames are saved on the shadow stack. Value _SL__SAVE is assigned to _SL__chkptmode in function checkpoint before it returns. Then, the variables of the calling function are stored, and this function returns. This process is repeated until all stack frames on the call sequence between main and checkpoint are popped from the runtime stack. Local variables, including _SL__callid, are saved by macro _SL__SAVE__fib_0 given as shown in FIG. 6.

Restore Phase: The runtime stack, which has been destructed during the save phase, is reconstructed during the restore phase by re-executing the original call sequence from main to checkpoint. Value _SL__RESTORE is assigned to _SL__chkptmode in function main. Since more than one function call may lie on a call sequence to checkpoint, variable _SL__callid is used to identify which call is in the call sequence being restored, cf. FIG. 5. Local variables are restored by macro _SL__RESTORE__fib_0 as shown in FIG. 6.

Recovery phase: Recovery is almost the same as the restore phase. The only difference is that the variables have to be converted before they can be popped from the shadow stack, whereas during the restore phase they need to be restored, and then converted to be available in UCF representation on the shadow stack, cf. FIG. 4. The conversion function _SL__CONVERT__fib_0 is shown in FIG. 6.

Note that all variables on the runtime stack are accessed by name to push and pop them from the shadow stack as shown in FIG. 6. This renders the checkpointing code independent of differences in the organization of the runtime stack on different machines. Once the state of the runtime stack has been restored, the contents of the shadow stack is part of the checkpoint, which can be written to stable storage.

Pointers

The basic method for providing pointer portability is as follows—pointers are translated into displacements within the checkpoint. According to one embodiment of the invention, the displacement is computed relative to a point of reference on the shadow stack, e.g. the bottom of the shadow stack, or the current position of the pointer on the shadow stack. One possible implementation of this method step is described below.

Pointers are classified using two orthogonal categories: their target segments and the direction denoting the order in which the pointer and its target are pushed onto the shadow stack. The following target segments are common in UNIX environments, and have to be distinguished when treating pointers since segment addresses and sizes differ from target to target. In the UCF format, all pointer displacements are tagged to identify their target segments.

1. Stack pointer: The shadow original call sequence is the displacement between the pointer address on the shadow stack and its target on the shadow stack.

2. Heap pointer: The shadow stack offset is calculated with respect to the bottom of the heap segment. The use of
user-level memory management ensures that this offset is target invariant.

3. Databss pointer: The shadow stack offset is the displacement between the pointer address on the shadow stack and its target on the shadow stack.

4. Text pointer: These are function pointers or pointers to constant character strings in C. The latter do not require any special attention, because they will be available automatically after recovery. Function pointers are translated into a unique identifier assigned by the runtime system. According to another embodiment of the invention, both types of pointers are translated into a unique identifier assigned by the runtime system.

Pointers with these four targets can exist as automatic variables on the stack dynamically allocated variables on the heap, and as global variables in the data/bss segment. Note that the classification of pointers by their target segments permits the handling of pointer casting or the use of opaque pointers (e.g., void *) during parameter passing.

Pointers are also classified with respect to their direction relative to the order in which they are pushed onto the shadow stack:

1. Forward pointer: The pointer is pushed on the shadow stack before its target object.

2. Backward pointer: The pointer is pushed onto the shadow stack after its target object.

Call-by-reference parameters are pointers into an ancestor frame on the runtime stack. During execution, the stack frame (callee frame) containing a pointer passed as a parameter is always pushed onto the runtime stack after the caller’s frame. During the save phase, the callee frame is pushed onto the shadow stack before the caller frame. Thus, all inter-frame pointers are forward stack pointers. Intra-frame pointers, on the other hand, may be either forward or backward stack pointers.

Stack Pointers

Forward and backward stack pointers must be treated differently when translating them into machine independent offsets. Accordingly, each will be considered separately starting with the forward stack pointer.

The conversion of a pointer into its portable offset, when it is saved on the shadow stack, is accomplished by introducing a temporary data structure called a pointer stack. The pointer stack keeps track of all pointers found on the runtime stack in order to effect its conversion into its corresponding offset. During the save phase, when a pointer is encountered, two actions are taken: (a) the pointer is copied onto the shadow stack, (b) its shadow stack address is pushed onto the pointer stack. This is necessary, because the location of the target on the shadow stack is not known yet.

During the restore phase, any object being restored to the runtime stack may potentially be the target of one or more pointers elsewhere on the runtime stack. When an object o is restored from address A_o on the shadow stack, entries in the pointer stack are checked to see if the object is a pointer target. If so, for each such pointer on the pointer stack, the difference between the pointer’s shadow stack address and the target shadow stack address A_o is computed, and stored in the corresponding pointer stack entry.

Once the entire runtime stack has been restored, the computed displacements in the pointer stack are then written into the corresponding locations in the shadow stack, thereby overwriting the pointer target addresses with portable offsets.

As an example, consider the code fragment in FIG. 7 and the illustration in FIG. 8. During the save phase, the variables of functions, in particular pointer p, are pushed onto the shadow stack. In FIG. 8, p is stored on stack at X_p, and pushed into X_p on the shadow stack. At this time, a pointer to p’s address on the shadow stack X_p is pushed on the pointer stack. Next, the frame of chkpt_main is pushed onto the shadow stack. In FIG. 8, the target address of p is the array element a[1], marked X, and its shadow X_p.

During the restore phase, the frame of chkpt_main is restored before the frame of functions. Before restoring array a, the pointer stack is checked for a reference into a on the stack. In this example, the pointer in X_p points to address X. Note that for arrays it is necessary to check that X_p lies within the address range of the array a. The shadow stack offset can be computed according to the rule:

offset = pointer target address — pointer address, where both addresses are shadow stack addresses. In FIG. 8, offset = X_p — X_p.

Determining X requires some additional offset computation. The offset cannot be stored immediately in X_p, because it holds the value of pointer p, which is needed, when restoring the stack frame of functions. Once the entire stack is restored, a sweep through the pointer stack copies the offsets into the addresses on the shadow stack. Offset X_p = X_p, will overwrite the value of p in address X_p.

Forward Stack Pointers

Although recovery from a checkpoint is conceptually very similar to the restore phase, recovery of pointers presents a difference. All pointer offsets have to be transformed into virtual addresses again. Unlike the checkpointing transformation, this reverse transformation does not require a pointer stack. FIG. 9 illustrates the recovery from the checkpoint in FIG. 8.

Analogous to the restore phase, the shadow stack is restored from the top to the bottom, i.e., the frame of function chkpt_main is copied first. Note that a shadow stack pop operation affects an entire object. Array a is restored as a whole, not element-wise.

In order to recover forward pointers—here p to a[1]—the address of each object’s element on the runtime stack is stored in its location on the shadow stack after the value of the element has been restored on the runtime stack; cf. broken lines in FIG. 9. This mapping is needed, when functions are restored. The frame of functions contains the offset to a[1] in address X_p. Recovering pointer p involves the transformation of the offset into the pointer. This requires the lookup operation: p = [X_p + 4 * X_p]. The pointer can be found in the shadow stack address which is computed according to the rule:

pointer address = shadow pointer address + offset.

This simple lookup is bought by saving the complete mapping of the restore target addresses on the runtime stack in the shadow stack. This expense is justified by the fact that recovery will be the infrequent case.

Backward Stack Pointers

The only backward pointers that might occur on the stack are intra-frame pointers. The number of backward stack pointers can be restricted to the case where the pointer target is another pointer by choosing the order in which variables are pushed on the shadow stack appropriately. C26c generates save and restore macros such that all non-pointer variables are saved after, and restored before, pointer vari-
ables. All pointers to non-pointer variables will then be forward pointers. Only a pointer pointing to another pointer may potentially be a backward stack pointer.

Checkingpointing of backward pointers, according to an embodiment of the invention, is illustrated in FIG. 10, where \( X_{bp} \) is a backward stack pointer to \( X \). To deal with backward pointers, the save method step presented thus far is modified as follows: for each stack frame, before saving any variables on the shadow stack, all pointer targets of backward pointers are saved in a data structure called the backward pointer stack. In FIG. 10, \( X \), the pointer target of backward stack pointer \( X_{bp} \) is pushed onto the backward pointer stack.

Objects are then copied onto the shadow stack as before. If the object is pointed to from the backward pointer stack, i.e., it is a backward pointer target, its address on the shadow stack is saved temporarily by overwriting the object on the runtime stack with its address on the shadow stack. In the example, the value of \( X \) becomes \( X_{bp} \). Next, when the backward pointer in \( X \) is saved, its shadow address \( X_{bp} \) is pushed onto the pointer stack. Furthermore, since the pointer can be recognized as a backward stack pointer by comparing its target address with its own address, the offset is calculated, and saved on the pointer stack. In the example, the offset is \( [X_{bp}] = X_{bp} - X_{bp} \).

The restore phase is the same as before except that it requires the additional step of restoring backward pointers from the backward pointer stack to the runtime stack. Finally, the pointer stack offsets are transferred to the shadow stack as described earlier. Recovery of backward pointers can be implemented similarly to that of forward pointers. However, the pointer stack is needed to store the pointer's shadow address until the target is visited.

The difference in the treatment of forward and backward stack pointers is the computation of the offset. Whereas the offset of forward pointers is computed during the restore phase, offsets of backward pointers can be computed during the save phase, because the pointer target has been copied before the backward pointer is visited.

**Data/Bss and Heap-Located Stack Pointers**

So far, the method has treated stack pointers located in the stack. Now consider stack pointers located in data/bss and the heap. FIG. 11 shows a stack pointer located in data/bss \( (X_{bp} \rightarrow X_{bp}) \) and a stack pointer located on the heap \( (X_{hp} \rightarrow X_{hp}) \). Since the order chosen to push segments onto the shadow stack is data/bss before heap before stack, both stack pointers are forward pointers. Forward pointers are resolved by means of a pointer stack analogous to the handling of stack pointers located in the stack as described above.

The following actions are added to the save and restore phases of the stack to handle the stack pointers in FIG. 11 located in data/bss and the heap.

Save phase: Additionally to saving the variable pointers on the shadow stack, push pointers to the shadow copies of \( X_{bp} \) and \( X_{hp} \) in \( X_{bp} \) and \( X_{hp} \) onto the pointer stack.

Restore phase: When restoring stack pointer targets \( (X_{bp} \rightarrow X_{bp}) \), calculate the corresponding offsets—the shadow stack pointer targets to the target, used to recognize that the offset needs to be computed, and the pointer stack target to the pointer's shadow copy itself—and save them on the pointer stack. After the shadow stack has been restored, substitute the offsets for all pointers. In FIG. 11, assigned \( X_{bp} \rightarrow offset_{bp} \rightarrow X_{bp} \) and \( X_{hp} \rightarrow offset_{hp} \rightarrow X_{hp} \). Recovery from the checkpoint containing the stack pointers of FIG. 11 is illustrated in FIG. 12.

**Heap Pointers**

Unlike the stack, the heap does not require restoration. Furthermore, all heap objects are aligned according to the UCF convention, so that all heap offsets remain invariant. Therefore, the offset computation of heap pointers is as follows: the offset is the heap pointer target address minus the heap bottom address. The distinction between forward and backward pointers is redundant for heap pointers.

Instead of saving heap pointers located in the heap on the shadow stack, the offset can be saved immediately. The handling of heap pointers located in the data/bss segment and on the stack is illustrated in FIG. 13.

First, consider the heap pointer in the data/bss segment, located in address \( X_{bp} \) and pointing to \( X_{hp} \). Since the data/bss segment is pushed onto the shadow stack before the heap, all heap pointers in data/bss are forward pointers. However, since heap pointer offsets can be computed immediately when visiting the heap pointer, no pointer stack is required. In FIG. 13, the offset becomes \( offset_{bp} = X_{hp} - heap.btop \), and is saved in \( X_{bp} \).

Next, treat the heap pointer in \( X_{hp} \) on the stack. Since the stack needs to be restored, temporary storage is required for the offset that can be calculated during the save phase. This storage is provided by the pointer stack, as described above. During the save phase in the example, the offset that replaces the heap pointer shadow in \( X_{hp} \) is computed \( offset_{hp} = X_{hp} - heap.btop \) and saved on the pointer stack. After restoring the stack, the offset replaces the copy of the heap pointer in \( X_{hp} \).

The simplicity of the heap pointer treatment is paid for by a less space efficient heap memory management, which requires UCF compatible alignment. Since UCF specifies the largest data representations and alignments existing in the network, all UCF incompatible architectures suffer from a less space efficient data layout. This trade-off is justified by the fact that architectures are converging and memory capacities are growing.

Recovery of heap pointers is relatively simple, because the memory layout of the heap is invariant, based on UCF alignment. All heap pointers can be recovered immediately by adding the offset stored on the shadow stack to the heap bottom address.

**Data/Bss Pointers**

Like the heap, the data/bss segment does not require restoration, with the exception of pointer target addresses.
Unlike the heap, the data/bss segment may contain data that do not require checkpointing. For example, our runtime system provided in the shadow library, manages several book keeping tasks in the data/bss segment, resulting in a large amount of data that are not existential. Thus, analogous to the stack, the method only checkpoints the existential variables of the data/bss segment.

Since the data/bss segment is pushed onto the shadow stack before the heap and stack, all data/bss pointers located in the heap and stack are backward pointers. Since backward pointers can only be collected on the stack while saving the stack, the backward pointer stack cannot be built up before the save sweep. Consequently, the mapping from data/bss objects to their copies on the shadow stack must be saved when saving the data/bss segment. This is done by overwriting the word at the base address of the data/bss object with its shadow address (cf. broken lines in FIG. 14).

After the data/bss segment, the heap is saved. The data/bss pointer on the heap can be resolved immediately, because the data/bss shadow mapping is available offset = [[X_{bp}]] - X_{bp} is saved in X_{bp} of the shadow stack.

The data/bss pointer on the stack can be resolved during the save phase, because it is a backward pointer offset = [[X_{sp}]] - X_{sp} is pushed together with a pointer to the pointers shadow in X_{bp} onto the pointer stack. After the stack is restored, and during the pointer substitution sweep, the pointer on the shadow stack will be replaced by the offset.

Additionally, a restore phase is needed for the data/bss segment to copy the shadow values of all object base addresses back into the activation segment. Since the pointers to these values are stored in the base addresses, this substitution is straightforward, for example, X_{c} = [[X_{c}]]

Recovery in the presence of data/bss pointers located on heap or stack is analogous to the recovery of stack-located stack pointers. Since the data/bss segment is restored first, pointer targets in data/bss cannot be recognized while restoring this segment. Consequently, the mapping from the data/bss shadow addresses to the activation addresses needs to be stored. This is done by overwriting the shadow stack values, as indicated by the broken lines in FIG. 15.

When restoring the data/bss pointers on the heap and stack, these pointers can be computed by means of the lookup operation: X_{bp} = [[X_{bp}] + [X_{bp}]] and X_{sp} = [[X_{sp}] + [X_{sp}]].

During checkpointing, backward data/bss pointer located in the data/bss segment can be resolved immediately, because the target’s shadow stack address can be found in the pointer target address, as indicated by the broken lines in FIG. 14. Data/bss-located forward data/bss pointers, however, require the use of the pointer stack to save the pointer’s shadow address until the pointer target’s shadow address is known. FIG. 16 illustrates this case. When the pointer target X is saved, the offset can be computed and stored in X_{bp} immediately.

Recovery of data/bss-located data/bss pointers requires distinguishing between forward and backward pointers. With forward pointers, the pointer will be restored before its target. Consequently, the pointer stack is required to save the pointer temporarily. For backward pointers the method explained above (FIG. 15) can be applied.

Optimizations

The separation of checkpointing into two phases offers an advantage for handling pointers: During the save phase, all pointers are gathered on the pointer stack. Maintaining the pointer stack as a sorted list reduces the complexity of checking the pointer stack from O(n) to O(1) An O(n log n) sorting algorithm reduces the overall overhead for m potential pointer targets from O(n^2 m^2) to O(n log n + m). Unlike inter-frame pointers, intra-frame stack pointers can be resolved during the save phase. Introducing a separate “resolved pointer stack” to store offsets that can be computed during the save phase will improve performance by reducing n.

To reduce the overhead caused by forward pointers, the declaration list of variables can be reordered such that all pointers are declared after non-pointer variables. As a result, all intra-frame stack pointers and data/bss pointers to non-pointer targets will become backward pointers.

Further optimizations are also possible when checkpointing heap memory. Since memory management is performed by the runtime system, separately used and free lists of allocated blocks are maintained. Only blocks on lists of allocated blocks are maintained. Only blocks on the used list are currently checkpointed. This, however, may include unreachable memory that has been allocated but not freed. It may be cost effective to perform garbage collection before checkpointing the heap to further reduce the amount of information that needs to be checkpointed.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two types of experiments were performed to evaluate the performance of portable checkpoints: (1) Microbenchmarks to shed light on the causes of overhead, and (2) three small application programs to demonstrate the runtime efficiency of one embodiment of the invention, in particular checkpointing overhead and performance in the presence of failures.

Microbenchmarks

Two simple programs are used to analyze the overhead induced by portable checkpoints:

1) The recursive formulation of the Fibonacci number computation shown in FIG. 4 consists almost entirely of checkpointing instrumentation overhead,

2) A simple version of the C-library function mempmcy demonstrates the runtime penalty. All runtimes reported are average values of five measurements.

Code Instrumentation Penalty

The transformation of the Fibonacci program in FIG. 3 into the code in FIG. 4 results in a good test case for the runtime overhead due to code instrumentation. The extremely fine granularity of function fib yields a program to measure the destruction and reconstruction of small stack-frames corresponding to the save and restore phases, whenever the base case of the recursion is visited.

FIG. 17 shows fib(35) without storing checkpoints, but executing the save and restore phases of the Shadow Checkpoint Algorithm. Not surprisingly, code instrumentation generates substantial overhead for the Fibonacci example. Since this example represents the pathological case where each function call represents an insignificant amount of computation, it provides an empirical upper bound on the runtime penalty paid by the instrumentation.

Shadow Stack Overhead

The C-library routine mempmcy copies the contents of an array bytewise into another array. In this example, two arrays on the heap are allocated, and pass pointers to their
base addresses to the memcpy routine, analogous to the code in FIG. 7. Within this routine is a loop, that copies the array contents byte-wise. A potential checkpoint location is specified within this loop.

The size of the two arrays is 10^6 bytes. Thus, the checkpoint function is entered 10^6 times. Since two large arrays are checkpointed entirely and the function calling sequence is only 2 deep, the checkpointing overhead is dominated by copying these arrays. Thus, this benchmark complements the measurement of the stack induced overhead of the Fibonacci program.

FIG. 18 shows the runtimes of different systems without checkpoint instrumentation (plain), with instrumentation but without storing a single checkpoint (instr), saving one checkpoint specified by using an appropriate timer value—on the shadow stack without writing it to disk (copy), saving one checkpoint on the shadow stack and writing it to a local disk (local) and via NFS to a remote disk (NFS).

The overhead of code instrumentation is the difference of instr-plain. The cost of saving a single checkpoint on the shadow stack, including save and restore phase is the difference copy-instr. The time to store a single checkpoint to local or remote disk is local-copy or NFS-copy, respectively. The Linux PC was not connected to NFS for these experiments.

As expected, transferring the checkpoint to remote disk is the most expensive portion of checkpointing that determines the MinTBC (minimum time between checkpointing) eventually. Furthermore, the instrumentation overhead is not negligible, suggesting that potential checkpointing locations should be chosen carefully. The copying overhead onto the shadow stack is tolerable, because it enables us to hide the more time consuming transfer to disk with useful computation.

Application

Three applications are used to measure the overhead of checkpointing. Two applications, a Jacobi-type iteration and a matrix multiplication are floating point intensive and operate on large data sets, resulting in large checkpoints. The third application is a recursive depth-first search of prime numbers, which generates a deep stack hierarchy, where the stack save and recovery phases dominate the checkpointing overhead. Furthermore, the Jacobi-type iteration is also used to measure the lower bound of the runtime of the program in the present of failures.

FIG. 19 shows the amount of data stored in the checkpoints. The difference between checkpoint file sizes and the sum of the corresponding segment sizes is the checkpoint header size (64 bytes). No dynamic variables are allocated in prime; the 20 bytes of the heap segment contain memory management information.

All experiments are performed with sequential checkpointing, where the program is halted to copy its state onto the shadow stack, then writes the checkpoint to disk, and, after completion, continues to program execution. Optimizations, such as proposed in Elnozahi E. M., Johnson D. B., Zwanepeel W. The performance of consistent checkpointing. In IEEE Symposium on Reliable and Distributed Systems, pages 39-47, October 1992 and Plank J. S., Beck M., Kingsley G., Li K. Libckpt: Transparent Checkpointing under Unix. In Proceedings of the Usenix Winter Technical Conference, San Francisco, Calif. January 1995 which are incorporated herein by reference, can be applied.

Heat Equation

A Jacobi-type iteration is used to solve the heat diffusion problem on a 256x256 grid, executing 1,000 iterations. Two dynamically allocated two-dimensional double arrays are used, one to hold the temperature values of the current iteration, the other to store the results of the five-point stencil computation.

The potential checkpoint location is placed within the outer iteration loop. It is thus visited 1,000 times. FIGS. 17A-C summarize the results of our experiments with checkpointing to the local disk. The runtimes are measured for a range of MinTBC (time value) between 0 and 512 seconds. For MinTBC=0, each potential checkpoint location is activated. The graphs in FIGS. 20A-C plot the runtimes for UCF compatible and UCF incompatible checkpointing. Checkpointing is UCF compatible, if the UCF specification matches the system architecture, so that no conversion is required. With UCF incompatible checkpointing, alignments and conversions are performed on the i486 to match the format of the SPARCstations and vice versa. The node attributes give the number of checkpoints saved for the corresponding MinTBC.

FIGS. 20A-C illustrate how often checkpoints can be saved without affecting performance substantially. On all systems, a checkpointing interval (MinTBC) larger than 32 seconds restricts the overhead to less than 10%. Although this value depends on the checkpoint size, it is small compared to typical system MTBF values. Note that the conversion penalties paid for UCF incompatibility are only severe, if the checkpointing frequency becomes unrealistically high, i.e., MinTBC is very small.

Columns labelled 12w in FIGS. 20A–C give the minimum run times of the program, if failures occur approximately every MinTBC. This “ideal” failure situation is simulated by exiting the program just after a checkpoint has been stored, capturing the exit status within a shell script that immediately invokes the program again with the recovery option enabled. Since the program is aborted immediately after a checkpoint is stored, no recomputation of lost computation is required. Furthermore, the time for failure detection as well as downtimes are approximately zero. Since the state is recovered from local disk, no overhead is incurred by transferring the checkpoint via the network.

A single recovery on a UCF compatible architecture costs about 2 s on the i486, about 1.5 s on the SPARCstation 1+, and 0.4 s on the SPARCstation 20. These numbers are determined by the use of the local disk as stable storage for the checkpoint. All systems suffer from an overhead penalty due to data representation conversion during recovery. The difference between the runtimes of the recovered experiments with UCF incompatible architectures and UCF compatible architectures give the overhead of two conversions, one during checkpointing and the other during recovery.

Matrix Multiplication


The performance of the i486 is dominated by its local disk performance. Data conversion overhead of the UCF incompatible run times if submerged by the variance of the disk performance, which is primarily caused by swap activity. The 8 MB of main memory cannot quite hold Linux plus two
copies of the three matrices one on the run time heap and the other on the shadow stack. Consequently, even a single checkpoint adds a significant overhead of 20–30%. This leads to two conclusions: (1) Avoid swapping by choosing the problem size such that stack and heap segments as well as shadow stack fit into main memory. As future memory capacities are growing, it is more likely that cache effects will determine performance. (2) Dense matrix-matrix multiplication is a basic linear algebra operation that hardly appears standalone, but is usually embedded within a larger application. Obviously, it is more sensible to checkpoint after the multiplication rather than within. Such observations raise interesting incentives for pre-compiler data flow analysis to identify potential checkpoint locations automatically.

The SPARCStation+ measurements show that data conversion adds a significant overhead of approximately 5% compared to the UCF compatible runtimes. Storing checkpoints to the local disk introduces an overhead that depends on the capability of the memory buffers for disk access and the speed of the disk. Obviously, the i866 system delivers a substantially better local disk performance than the SPARCStation+ when storing the checkpoint to remote disk, as presented for the SPARCStation20, the overhead increases dramatically, as already shown with the memory micro-benchmark.

Prime

The prime benchmark uses a recursive divide-and-conquer algorithm to compute the primes among all natural numbers less than a user-specified upper bound. The user also specifies a grain size which determines the depth of the divide-and-conquer tree. The range 2-upper bound is recursively partitioned into two equal halves until each partition is less than or equal to the grain size. An optimized Eratosthenes sieve algorithm is used on each partition to determine which numbers in that range are prime. The conquer phase is used to compute the total number of primes found.

FIG. 22 shows the results of running prime without failures on the first 10,000,000 natural numbers with a grain size of 250. The last line in the table provides the reference measurement without any checkpointing or instrumentation overhead. All overheads are reported relative to this case. Note that when checkpoints are taken every 2 seconds, the overhead on all three machines is less than 7%. Although not reported here, the data for writing to a remote disk via NFS yields marginally higher overheads for checkpoints taken every 2 seconds or greater. This is not surprising since the size of each checkpoint is relatively small with less than 11 K bytes (see FIG. 19). Note that the prime example of evolutionary computer architecture, the i866, is up to three times faster than a SPARCStation 20, and almost 10 times faster than a SPARCStation+.

ADDITIONAL PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 23 A shows a method of pre-compiling input source code and outputting an output source code which includes support for portable checkpointing, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. The input for the method is original source code 2310 which can be written in any general purpose language (e.g., C, C++, Fortran, Java, etc.). Original source code 2310 is input to step 2320 which involves inserting markers for potential portable checkpointing. Step 2320 can be implemented by a programmer who manually inserts portable checkpointing markers, or alternatively, it can be implemented automatically, for example, by a pre-compiler.

The method proceeds from step 2320 to step 2330 which involves pre-compiling the input source code, from step 2320, to produce output source code which includes support for portable checkpointing. The locations of the included support for portable checkpointing is related to the markers which were inserted in step 2320. Since marker insertion step 2320 could be implemented with a pre-compiler, in one embodiment of the invention, steps 2320 and 2330 can be combined into a single pre-compiler step.

The method proceeds from step 2330 to step 2340 which involves compiling the output source code to produce object code. It is important to note that by performing the addition of support for portable checkpointing in pre-compile step 2330 rather than in compile step 2340, the method has achieved independence from the specific machine object code. In other words, by inserting the support for portable checkpoints during the source-to-source pre-compile step 2330, the method is interoperable with a variety of different compilers.

The method proceeds from step 2340 to step 2350 which involves executing the code on a particular processing platform. During execution step 2350, the method determines which of the portable checkpoints will actually be implemented, for example, based upon a MiniTBC Minimum Time Between Checkpoints).

FIG. 23 B shows an apparatus 2355 for pre-compiling input source code and outputting an output source code which includes support for portable checkpointing, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Apparatus 2355 includes a marker inserter 2360 and a pre-compiler 2370. In addition, apparatus 2355 can further include a compiler 2380.

Original source code is input to the marker inserter which inserts markers for potential portable checkpointing. The output of marker inserter 2360 is input source code which is input to pre-compiler 2370. Pre-compiler 2370 which pre-compiles the input source code to produce output source code which includes support for portable checkpointing.

In a further embodiment, apparatus 2355 can include compiler 2380 which receives the output source code from pre-compiler 2370 and compiles the output source code to produce object code.

Marker inserter 2360, pre-compiler 2370, and compiler 2380 can be implemented in a variety of ways. For example, marker inserter 2360 and pre-compiler 2370 can be combined into a single pre-compiler as previously discussed. Alternatively, each of the elements could be implemented on totally independent platforms. In addition, each of these elements can be implemented using any combination of software, firmware, and hardware depending on the requirements of the specific application. For example, a hardware implementation could include use of a single platform with a single processor or multiple processors for implementation of all of the elements. Alternatively, each element in apparatus 2355 could be implemented on a single or multiprocessor.

FIG. 24 shows a method for selectively activating portable checkpoints at the next potential checkpoint marker, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. As the code is executed, step 2410 selectively activates portable checkpointing at the next potential checkpoint marker. The method proceeds from step 2410 to step 2415 which involves saving the portable checkpoint to stable storage. The method proceeds from step 2415 to step 2420 which involves waiting MiniTBC (Minimum Time Between Checkpoints) while program execution continues. This wait
can be implemented, for example, by using a timer. If potential checkpoint markers are encountered during wait step 2420, they are ignored and not implemented.

After the timer expires, the method proceeds from step 2420 back to step 2410 which selectively activates portable checkpointing at the next potential checkpoint marker. This method of implementation greatly reduces the checkpoint overhead by not performing too many checkpoints, while simultaneously allowing reasonable recovery through the use of MinTBC so the checkpoints will not be spaced too far apart in time.

FIG. 24 also includes a further embodiment of the invention (shown with the dashed line) in which step 2410 proceeds to steps 2415 and 2420 approximately at the same time. This method is a non-blocking method in which wait step 2420 does not have to wait for completion of save step 2415.

FIG. 25 shows a method for recovering from portable checkpoints, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. The method begins at step 2510 which involves restarting the executable code. Restarting step 2510 can be part of a fault tolerant system in which recovery is started after a fault is detected or can be part of a multi-processor system in which the state of a process is being migrated from one processing platform to another processing platform. The processing platform includes not only computers, such as PCs or workstations, but any device which is processor-based such as embedded controllers.

The method proceeds from step 2510 to step 2520 which involves loading the last checkpoint into the shadow stack. The organization and use of the shadow stack has been extensively discussed in prior sections.

The method proceeds for step 2520 to step 2530 which involves restoring the data/bss, heap segment, and stack from the shadow stack in to their appropriate locations.

The method proceeds from step 2530 to step 2540 which involves resuming execution from the point in the code where the last portable checkpoint was taken.

OTHER PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The following methods, according to a further embodiment of the invention, present a new method for UCF conversion, comprising the design of a new conversion interface between the architecture and an application. This includes a general mechanism for: a) specifying architecture-specific parameters necessary for converting data layout of basic data types between the target architecture and the UCF (this method is completely independent of the application); and b) computing type metrics of complex data types and structure metrics for complex data structures found in the application. This method facilitates a modularized approach for data representation conversion in a flexible and extensible manner. The type metrics and code required for the conversion of complex types is application-specific, but is compiler-generated.

In addition, according to a further embodiment of the invention, a new method is presented to allow general and efficient conversion of pointers into machine independent offsets and vice versa.

As previously discussed, the Universal Checkpoint Format (UCF) specifies the layout of a portable checkpoint by specifying the data representations and alignments of basic data types. UCF is a flexible and adaptable format that can be customized to a particular network by specifying byte order, size and alignment of basic types, as well as complex data representations such as denormalized numbers. Typically, data representations and alignments of the majority of available machines in the network should be chosen as the UCF format to minimize the overhead of converting data types to and from the UCF format on UCF-incompatible systems. In evolving networks, the UCF format can be changed as frequently as necessary; this only requires that the application program be recompiled before execution.

The UCF Conversion Method

The pre-compiler, c2ftc, handles architecture dependencies in two steps. The first step is integrated into the compilation of c2ftc. All architecture configurations, including UCF, must be known when compiling c2ftc. During the compilation, data structures are generated that contain architecture-specific type metric information for all basic data types. The second step involves generating application-specific data structure metrics, and resolving application and architecture dependencies. This is done when linking the application and conversion routines for a particular target architecture. The application-specific data structure metrics are architecture-independent, and interface to the architecture-specific conversion routines via a function call interface.

FIG. 26A shows how the architecture specific configuration information is compiled into the c2ftc pre-compiler, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. A variety of architecture specific configuration information files, config.h 2610, are produced for each type of architecture present on the computer network. There is a separate config.h file 2610 for each architecture. A script (e.g. an awk script) called gathermetrics 2620 identifies and examines the configuration information from config.h files 2610, describing the different architectures present in the target computer network. From these architecture specific files, a new file metrics.h 2630 is produced which contains an initialized data structure describing the type metrics of the basic data types of each architecture, including size, alignment, byte sex, and floating point representations.

Metrics.h 2630 and c2ftc source code 2640 can be compiled by a native compiler 2650 to produce object code for c2ftc pre-compiler 2660. The type metrics for the basic data types represent the interface between the architecture and the application. They provide the information necessary to compute the data layout of complex data structures composed of basic data types, as well as the layout of stack frames and heap data. Based on the information supplied by the type metrics, c2ftc pre-compiler 2660 can generate code to save and restore a portable checkpoint, without knowing about the actual type conversions that may have to be applied at runtime. Thus, the type metrics for basic data types are a means for modularizing and simplifying the compilation process.

Note that in particular no conversion routines for data representations are compiled into c2ftc pre-compiler 2660. Conversion routines for all basic data types (cf. file convert.c in FIG. 27A) may be supplied by the user or architecture expert.

Separating architecture dependencies and applications dependencies introduces flexibility and extensibility. The UCF specification can be changed whenever desired. Application programs merely have to be recompiled.

FIG. 26B shows a method 2670 for introducing architecture specific configuration information into the c2ftc pre-compiler, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Method 2670 begins with a creating step 2672 which
involves creating pre-compiler source code and architecture-specific configuration files for each of the target machine architectures.

Method 2670 proceeds from creating step 2672 to a gathering step 2674 which involve gathering metrics on the configuration files to produce a metric file. For example, gathering step 2674 can be performed by a script or batch file which produces the metric file based upon input configuration files. If the list of target machines increases, new architecture-specific configuration files can be produced for the new target machines. This modular approach allows maximum flexibility in pre-compiler design.

Method 2670 proceeds from gathering step 2674 to a compiling step 2676 which involves compiling the pre-compiler source code and the metric file to generate a pre-compiler.

FIG. 27a shows the information flow when pre-compiling and compiling program.c (typical application input source code) to produce program.exe (typical application executable code), according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Pre-compiler c2frc 2660 uses the type metric data structure generated during the compilation of c2frc 2660 (shown in FIG. 26a) to determine whether the target architecture requires conversion with respect to the chosen UCF data representations. If no conversion is required, efficient checkpointing code is generated that omits data representation conversion. If, however, conversion is required, application-specific conversion code needs to be generated. Application-specific conversion is necessary for all live variables at a potential checkpoint location in the program. Converting complex data types such as user-defined structures can be based on compiler support, because the structure layout is static and known at compile time. For such application-defined data structures code is generated that allows for reducing the conversion problem to that of basic data types. For example, conversion functions for basic data types, convert.c 2705, can be pre-compiled by c2frc 2660 along with typical input application source code, program.c 2710, to produce a library of conversion functions with application data types and architectures, libprogram.c 2730, and application source code with support for checkpointing, program.f.t.c 2720.

The separation of compile time support for conversion of application-specific complex data types and the runtime conversion of basic data types is based on a data structure called the structure metric. The design of this data structure is described below.

The target architecture-specific configuration files as well as all files containing application-specific conversion information are bundled into library libprogram.a 2734 which is produced by compiling libprogram.c 2730 with a native compiler 2732. Thus, libprogram.a 2734 is a customized package of structure metrics and conversion routines for application program.c 2710 according to the chosen UCF data representations.

Likewise, the application program source code, program.f.t.c 2720, is input to native compiler 2722 to produce application program object code, program.o 2724.

The runtime library, libshad.a 2744, also called the shadow library, provides all necessary runtime support for address space manipulation, shadow stack, object stack and pointer stack operations, and saving and restoring a checkpoint to disk or transferring it via a network. Libshad.a 2744 is produced by a native compiler 2742 from shadow library source code, libshad.c 2740. It is well known to those skilled in the art that native compilers 2722, 2732, and 2742 can be different compilers or the same compiler.

The object code program.o 2724, libprogram.a 2734, and libshad.a 2744 are input to a native linker 2750 which produces an executable application program, program.exe 2760.

FIG. 27b shows a method 2700 for pre-compiling and compiling program.o to produce program.exe, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Method 2800 starts with a precompiling step 2660 which involves pre-compiling input application source code (program.c) 2710 and basic data type conversion functions (convert.c) 2705. Basic data type conversion functions 2705 include separate convert.err files for each machine architecture on the target network. The outputs of pre-compiling step 2660 are application source code with support for checkpointing (program.f.t.c) 2720 and structure metric and conversion function source code libprogram.c 2730.

Method 2700 proceeds with a series of compiling steps 2722, 2732, and 2742. Compiling step 2722 involves receiving application source code 2720 and outputting application object code (program.o) 2724. Compiling step 2732 involves receiving structure metrics and conversion function source code 2730 and outputting a structure metric and conversion library 2734. Compiling step 2742 involves receiving a shadow library for run-time support source code libshad.c 2740 and outputting a shadow library 2744.

Method 2700 proceeds with a linking step 2750 which receives application object code 2724, structure metric and conversion library 2734, and shadow library 2744 and produces an application executable code (program.exe) 2760.

Method for Generating Structure Metrics

Structure metrics include the layout and type information of application-defined data structures.

FIG. 28 shows a method 2800 for generating a structure metric, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Method 2800 starts with an identifying step 2810 which involves identifying all data structures of the application program that need to be checkpointed. Method 2800 proceeds from identifying step 2810 to generating step 2820 which involves generating a shadow structure, for example by padding the original structure according to the UCF specification. Method 2800 proceeds from generating step 2820 to a creating step 2830 which involves creating a structure metric for each of the data structures identified in identifying step 2810, to store the necessary conversion-specific information.

Identifying step 2810 will now be discussed in more detail with reference to some example code. Since structures can be nested, finding all structures that are actually used in variable declarations is based on a pruning algorithm that identifies all structures that are actually needed during checkpointing and recovery. Initially, all declarations containing structures, including type definitions (typedefs), are gathered in a list. Using dependency analysis, this list is then systematically pruned to contain only those structures that are referenced (indirectly) with variable declarations. The design of this structure list needs to cope with name clashes that may arise when “lifting” data structures out of their lexical scope into a flat list.

FIG. 29a shows an example to illustrate the dependency analysis method, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. The result of the dependency analysis is the identification of structures, X, Z and timeval. Variable z is declared as struct Z. Therefore struct Z must be considered for to checkpointing. Because struct Z...
depends on struct X via field declaration x, struct X must also be considered for checkpointing. However, no variable of type struct Y is declared. Also, the declaration of pointer p to a structure of type struct Y does not cause an allocation of a struct Y. Finally, struct timeval is supplied by the operating system. Treating operating system supplied structures is consistent with that of application defined structures. Thus, declaring variable t of struct type timeval identifies this structure to be considered for checkpointing as well.

Generating step 2820 of FIG. 28 will now be discussed in more detail. In an earlier method, all data structures in the application program were padded at compile time such that all structures would conform to the layout to the UCF specification. This method of compile time padding suffers from several limitations:

It restricts the sizes of the basic data types of the UCF specification to be at least the size of the largest size in the pool of processor architectures in the network.

Since data structures were padded according to the UCF specification for each target machine, transparency is lost, because the data layout was changed. This may not only cause increased memory consumption, but significantly increase memory consumption and may significantly affect performance.

These limitations are removed in the method-based conversion scheme of generating step 2820. Here, conversion between different data layouts of complex data structures is deferred to runtime, and structures are not padded in the program.

In the earlier method, structures were padded such that the data layout conformed to the rules of the UCF specification. According to method 2800, c2fc employs padding only to generate a shadow structure for each of the data structures identified for checkpointing. The purpose of padding the internal shadow structure is to generate an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) representation of the UCF layout of the structure. Once the AST representation of the UCF layout is available, it is straightforward to create the structure metric for the data structure.

Generating step 2820 has several advantages over the earlier method:

(i) Only those structures that are part of a checkpoint are padded during compile time in order to facilitate computation of the structure metric.

(ii) Since padding is not performed on structures used during normal execution, it does not detrimentally affect performance.

Creating step 2830 of FIG. 28 will now be discussed in more detail. In order to convert an arbitrary C-structure into UCF, it is necessary to identify the type metrics and layout for its fields on both the target architecture and in UCF. With this information the type metrics for the structure itself can be computed.

FIG. 29B shows a simplified form of structure metric, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. C-structure syntax is used to identify the fields necessary to make this characterization. Some simplifications have been made for ease of exposition.

Data structure StructMetric describes the layout of a C structure for both a particular target architecture as well as the architecture independent UCF layout. Field m is a pointer to an array of structures of type fieldmetric_t, one per field of the structure, where numfields is the number of field and, thus, the corresponding number of fieldmetric_t components. Fields size and align provide the size and alignment modulus of the machine-specific layout of the structure, and ucsfsize and usealign the corresponding values for the UCF layout.

The fields of the structure are described by the array of fieldmetric_t structures. Field offset denotes the offset of a structure field from the base of the structure. size denotes the size of the field. Analogously, the field ucoffset denotes the UCF offset from the base of the UCF structure, and ucsfsize denotes the UCF size of the field.

For each structure, a structure metric is generated which is a structure of type structmetric_t.

FIG. 30 shows a structure metric example, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Consider the following simple structure declaration for struct X, the corresponding shadow structure X_metric and the illustration of the data layouts on the right hand side. In the example, array a is identified as an array of three structures X, which contains two fields, a character array c of dimension 2, and a double d. The illustration in FIG. 30 shows two possible layouts of structure X. In both cases, a char is assumed to be of size 1 byte, and a double of size 8 bytes. However, the layout on the left hand side assumes that doubles are aligned to a 4 byte boundary, whereas an 8 byte alignment is assumed on the right.

For the structure metric example, it is assumed that the left layout corresponds to the target architecture and the right layout depicts the UCF representation of the structure. The fields of structure X_metric are interposed as follows: The 2 in the first field says that structure X contains 2 fields, which are described by the field metric array fm. The size of structure X on the target architecture is 12, its alignment is 4. The UCF size of structure X is 16, its alignment is 8.

The field metric array describes the layout of each of the fields of structure X. The first component of fm describes the character array c. Its offset to the base of structure X is zero, the size of a char is 1. The offset of c in the UCF image of structure X is 0, and the UCF size of a char is 1. The dimension of the array of char is 2. The second field in fm corresponds to the double field. Its offset on the target architecture is 4 bytes, its size is 8 bytes. In the UCF image, the offset is 8 bytes, and the size is 8 bytes. From a scalar data type the dimension is 1.

These structure metrics are used at runtime during checkpointing and recovery. Generic routines can be employed to convert data structures based on the information supplied by the structure metric. In contrast, earlier methods required functions to be generated to save, restore and recover each individual data structure.

A METHOD OF RUNTIME SUPPORT FOR POINTERS

Programming languages that provide pointers as first class objects have traditionally been viewed as inherently nonportable, because pointers may reference objects anywhere in the address space of a process, and the address space is typically not portable across binary incompatible machine architectures and operating systems. Hence, saving pointers in a checkpoint in a machine independent manner presents a challenge.

The method, according to one embodiment of the invention, for providing portability of pointer objects is based on the observation that a pointer can be represented as an offset between the address of the pointer location and the address of the pointer target, which is the value of the pointer object, provided that the state of the computation is captured in a machine independent manner. Please recall that the shadow stack is a data structure that holds the state in the
UCF format, which is machine independent by definition. Within the shadow stack, a pointer is represented as displacement, or offset, between the address that holds the displacement itself, called pointer shadow address, and the address of the pointer's target object on the shadow stack, called target shadow address.

Computing the machine independent offset requires the knowledge of the pointer shadow address as well as the target shadow address of a pointer. However, when pushing the live variables of a computation onto the shadow stack, only the top of the shadow stack is accessible. At the time of pushing a value onto the top of the shadow stack, this value may be either a pointer or a pointer target. If a pointer is pushed, its target is not accessible directly, and if a target is pushed the pointer may not be known. Thus, a mechanism is required to temporarily save one of the values until the other one is being pushed onto the shadow stack. To this end, two additional runtime data structures are used: an object stack and a pointer stack.

The use of the object stack and pointer stack correlates with the classification of pointers into forward pointers and backward pointers:

Forward pointers are pushed onto the stack before their target objects.

Backward pointers are pushed onto the shadow stack after their target objects.

Whether a pointer is a forward pointer or a backward pointer depends on the sequence in which the segments of the address space, stack, heap and data/bss, are pushed onto the shadow stack, and at which addresses objects are placed into these segments. The latter aspect depends on the system, in particular the linker for the data/bss segments, and the register set organization and compiler for the stack segment. Further complexity is introduced by function pointers and constant string pointers, whose targets are allocated in the text segment. The layout of the text segment is compiler dependent. Function pointers are treated as previously described. The handling of constant strings is new and similar to that of function pointers; however, in addition to an identifier, the offset into the string must be checked.

These system dependencies can be overcome by postponing the decision about whether a pointer is a forward or backward pointer to runtime. In accordance with the invention, the c2f pre-compiler generates code that passes pointers to a runtime library routine during checkpointing and recovery. The runtime routines utilize the object stack to decide whether a pointer is a forward or backward pointer, and take the appropriate action as described below.

Backward Pointers

FIG. 31 shows a code fragment and stack for checkpointing backward pointers, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Assume a pointer (p) is in the runtime stack segment pointing into a data/bss located object (result). Furthermore, assume that the checkpointing method saves the data/bss segment before the runtime stack.

Whenever an object is pushed onto the shadow stack, its address and size on the runtime stack as well as its address on the shadow stack are pushed onto the object stack. The shadow stack address is known when pushing the object onto the shadow stack. Thus, while saving the data/bss segments, all data/bss objects are pushed on the object stack. Data/bss objects are static and, therefore, need to be pushed onto the object stack only once after application startup, or after recovery. When saving the runtime stack segment, pointer p will be visited. Note that the pointer target result, which is assumed to be in the data/bss segment has already been pushed onto the shadow stack. Thus, pointer p is a backward pointer.

The compiler-generated code for visiting pointers invokes a runtime routine, which searches the object stack for the target address. Since the address range occupied by the target object result is already stored on the object stack, this search will be successful. Thus, the success of the search identifies pointer p as a backward pointer.

Next, since the target shadow address is available on the object stack, pointer p can be transformed into the architecture independent offset Δp. Note that the pointer shadow address is the current top of the shadow stack, whereas the target shadow address must be retrieved from the object stack. Subsequently, the displacement Δp between these two addresses is computed, and pushed onto the shadow stack.

Forward Pointers

FIG. 32 shows a code fragment and stack for checkpointing forward pointers, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. The forward pointer is the opposite situation of the backward pointer which was discussed in the previous section: a pointer p in the data/bss segment pointing into a runtime stack located object result.

Assume that the checkpointing algorithm saves the data/bss segment before the runtime stack. When the data/bss segment is pushed onto the shadow stack pointer p will be visited before its target result on the runtime stack. Thus, pointer p is a forward pointer.

When visiting a pointer, a compiler-generated checkpointing code will call a runtime routine, which will search the object stack for the pointer target result. In this case, the search will be unsuccessful, implying that pointer p is a forward pointer. Since the target shadow address is not known at the current state of the checkpointing procedure, the pointer needs to be saved temporarily to be resolved at a later stage. This temporary storage is provided by the pointer stack. Pointer p is pushed onto the shadow stack, and additionally a pointer is saved to the pointer's shadow address, the current top of the shadow stack, on the pointer stack.

As the checkpointing procedure proceeds, the runtime stack is pushed onto the shadow stack including the pointer target result. However, no action is taken to resolve the pointer on the pointer stack upon visiting the pointer target object. Instead, the entire runtime stack is pushed onto the shadow stack first. Furthermore, each object on the runtime stack that can be pointed to is pushed onto the object stack. After the save phase is complete, the runtime stack is restored as previously disclosed.

After the restore phase is complete, the state of the computation is saved on the shadow stack, except those pointers which are gathered on the pointer stack. A final sweep through this pointer stack is necessary in order to complete the checkpoint. The information saved on the pointer stack and the object stack is sufficient to compute the offsets of all those pointers: The pointer shadow address is available on the pointer stack. A copy of the pointer target is stored in this very location on the shadow stack. The object stack is searched to retrieve the target shadow address. Given the pointer shadow address and the target shadow address, the displacement is computed and stored in the pointer shadow address accessible from the pointer stack. In FIG. 32, a pointer to the shadow address of pointer p is saved on the pointer stack, which in turn holds a copy of p. This copy is used to search the object stack for the shadow
address of pointer target result. The offset Δp replaces the copy of p on the shadow stack.

Note that the introduction of the object stack facilitates a more efficient way to transform pointers into machine independent offsets at runtime, compared to the process described in the original disclosure. This new process is only possible because the structure metrics previously introduced allow for computing the shadow addresses of pointer targets given the offset into an object on an activation segment, and vice versa during recovery. Furthermore, this solution is more general than prior methods, because it allows for arbitrary segment layouts as defined by different linker algorithms and operating systems.

Dynamic Memory Management on the Heap

Dynamically allocated memory is maintained in the heap segment of a processes address space. In order to access all heap allocated objects when checkpointing, a customized memory allocator is provided to the programmer. It provides functions included in most C libraries, such as malloc, calloc, valloc, realloc, memalign, or free. Standard implementations of dynamic memory management prepend the size before each user allocated memory block. The size information is for example used by the free function to determine the amount of memory to be freed.

FIG. 33 shows data structures used for dynamic memory management, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. To facilitate checkpointing of data structures allocated on the heap, the memory allocator maintains a used_list, which contains pointers to each allocated memory block. Besides the used_list, the memory block header is extended to also store additional information. For example, a tag, the shadow address s_addr and a pointer to the type metric describing the data type of the heap object can be stored as additional information. These fields of memory block header serve the same purpose as object stack entry fields for runtime stack and data/bss located objects.

Checkpointing the heap involves scanning the used_list and pushing all heap objects on this list onto the shadow stack. Pointers into the heap are resolved by extracting the address range, shadow address and metric information from the memory block header rather than the object stack. Moreover, maintaining the used_list allows for integrating garbage collection of the heap into the checkpointing process.

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS FOR A METHOD OF RUNTIME SUPPORT FOR POINTERS

FIG. 34 shows a method 3400 for run-time support of pointers during portable checkpointing, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Method 3400 starts with a pushing step 3410 which involves pushing objects on the shadow stack. These objects can be pointers, objects that include pointers (for example, structures that include pointers), objects that can be pointed to by pointers, or other objects.

Method 3400 proceeds from pushing step 3410 to an identifying step 3420 which involves identifying pointers. For example, pointers can easily be identified based upon type declarations made at compile time. The objects that can be pointed to varies depending on the source code language. For example, if the C language is used, virtually any object is an object that can be pointed to. In other languages, provisions can be made at compile time to identify objects that can be pointed to.

Method 3400 proceeds from identifying step 3420 to a generating step 3430 which involves generating an associated offset value for each pointer in the shadow stack. The offset value is the difference between a known value and the location of the object pointed to. There are a variety of different offsets that can be used in accordance with the invention. For example, the offset can be the difference between the location of the pointer in the shadow stack and the location of the object pointed to. As an alternative, the offset can be the difference between the bottom of the shadow stack and the location of the object pointed to. More generally, the offset can be the difference between any known location and the location of the object pointed to.

Method 3400 proceeds from generating step 3430 to an adding step 3440 which involves adding the associated offset values to the shadow stack. For example, the offset can be added to the shadow stack by replacing the pointer in the shadow stack with the address (with appropriate identification in the shadow stack that the added value represents an offset). Alternatively, the offset may be added to the shadow stack without replacing the pointer.

FIG. 35 shows a further method 3500 for run-time support of pointers during portable checkpointing, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Method 3500 begins with a pushing step 3510 which involves pushing an object onto the shadow stack.

Method 3500 proceeds from pushing step 3510 to a determining step 3520 which involves determining if the object can be pointed to. As previously explained, in the C language all objects can be pointed to so that determining step 3520 is not needed. In other languages, determining step 3520 can be based on an identifier generated at compile time as to whether an object can be pointed to.

If the answer to determining step 3520 is yes, method 3500 proceeds from determining step 3520 to a placing step 3530 which involves placing the object on an object stack. The actual object may be placed on the object stack or preferably some form of reference to the object. For example, the address and size of the object in the run-time stack can be placed on the object stack. Alternatively, the address and size of the object in the shadow stack can be placed on the object stack. As a further alternative, some combination of the previous two alternatives can be used.

If the answer to determining step 3520 is no, method 3500 proceeds from determining step 3520 to an identifying step 3540 which involves identifying if the object is a pointer or includes a pointer (for example, the object could be a structure which includes a pointer). As previously discussed, pointers can easily be identified based upon type declarations made at compile time. Method 3500 also proceeds from placing step 3530 to identifying step 3540.

If the object is not identified as a pointer or as including a pointer, then method 3500 returns to pushing step 3510.

If the object is identified as a pointer or as including a pointer, then method 3500 proceeds from identifying step 3540 to a searching step 3550 which involves searching the object stack for the pointer’s target address.

Method 3500 proceeds from searching step 3550 to a finding step 3560 which involves determining if the pointer’s address is in the object stack. If the answer is no, then the pointer is a forward pointer and method 3500 proceeds from finding step 3560 to a putting step 3570 which involves putting the pointer on a pointer stack. Method 3500 then proceeds from putting step 3570 to back to searching step 3550.

If the pointer’s target address is found on the object stack (indicating that the pointer is a backward pointer), then method 3500 proceeds from finding step 3560 to a generating step 3580 which involves generating an offset value.
As previously discussed, there are a variety of different offsets that can be used in accordance with the invention. For example, the offset can be the difference between the location of the pointer in the shadow stack and the location of the object pointed to. As an alternative, the offset can be the difference between the bottom of the shadow stack and the location of the object pointed to. More generally, the offset can be the difference between any known location and the location of the object pointed to.

Method 3500 proceeds from generating step 3580 to an adding step 3590 which involves adding the offset value to the shadow stack. As previously discussed, the offset can be added to the shadow stack by replacing the pointer in the shadow stack with the address (with appropriate identification in the shadow stack that the added value represents an offset). Alternatively, the offset may be added to the shadow stack without replacing the pointer.

Method 3500 proceeds from adding step 3590 back to pushing step 3510 which involves pushing the next object on the shadow stack.

It is well known to those skilled in the art, that the above method can be modified in terms of elimination of certain steps and re-ordering of certain steps. For example, determining step 3520 and identifying step 3540 can be re-ordered so that method 3500 identifies if the object is a pointer prior to determining if the object can be pointed to.

FIG. 36 shows a method 3600 for run-time support of forward pointers during portable checkpointing, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Method 3600 begins with a completing step 3610 which involves completing the pushing of objects on to the shadow stack.

Method 3600 proceeds from completing step 3610 to a locating step 3620 which involves locating forward pointers in the shadow stack.

Method 3600 proceeds from locating step 3620 to a calculating step 3630 which involves calculating an offset value for each pointer. The alternatives for calculating offset have been previously discussed.

Method 3600 proceeds from calculating step 3630 to an inserting step 3640 which involves inserting the offset values into the shadow stack. As previously discussed, inserting step 3640 can comprise the replacement of the pointers in the shadow stack with the offset values or can comprise not replacing these pointers.

FIG. 37 shows a method 3700 for supporting portable checkpointing of heap data structures, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Method 3700 includes a providing step 3710 which involves providing a customized memory allocator to the programmer. For example, if the C programming language is used the customized memory allocator can provide standard memory functions such as malloc, calloc, realloc, memalign, or free.

Method 3720 additionally includes a maintaining step 3720 which involves maintaining a used list with pointers to allocated memory blocks. One possible implementation of the used list was previously discussed. Method 3700 additionally includes an extending step 3730 which involves extending the memory block header to include additional information. For example, this additional information can include a tag, the shadow address, the type metric, etc. It is important to note that there is no required order for the steps of method 3700.

FIG. 38 shows a method 3800 for portable checkpointing of heap data structures, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Method 3800 can be used in conjunction with method 3700 which was described above. Method 3800 includes a scanning step 3810 which involves scanning the used list for pointers. Method 3800 additionally includes a pushing step 3820 which involves pushing the pointed to heap objects on to the shadow stack.

LIMITATIONS

The generation of code to save and recover portable checkpoints by means of source-to-source pre-compilation is a powerful and versatile method. However, the approach has its limitations. The following problems will limit any solution for the problem of portable checkpointing of C programs:

Use of non-portable features in programs: If checkpoints are to be portable, it is essential that the programs being checkpointed themselves be portable.

Loss in floating point accuracy due to data representation conversion: This problem can only be addressed by conformance to standards.

Ambiguous type information when generating checkpointing code: If variables, for example, are declared as integers and cast to pointers, the checkpoint is likely to be incorrect. A similar ambiguity arises when interpreting the value of a union via fields of different type. This problem would not arise in programming languages with a strict type system.

Functions with side effects: If a function in a call sequence to a checkpoint causes side effects, and is called in expressions such as if conditions, it may not be possible to instrument such function calls for checkpointing without changing the program semantics. The programmer will need to clean up the code if the function detects such a situation.

CONCLUSIONS

A method for portable checkpointing has been described including the runtime and pre-compiler support needed to implement portable checkpoints. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the overhead introduced by portable checkpointing is very low when reasonable checkpoint intervals are chosen, even without hiding the latency of transferring the checkpoint to remote storage. For programs with large checkpoints such as heat or matrix multiplication, network/disk performance is the primary obstacle, compared to which the overhead of saving a checkpoint on the shadow stack is negligible.

A universal checkpoint format (UCF) that permits checkpoints to be ported across UCF-compatible and UCF-incompatible systems has been developed. The overhead of converting checkpoints into a UCF-compatible format on non-UCF machines was found to be negligible except when the frequency of checkpointing was unrealistically high. Checkpoint portability was validated on the three systems reported by checkpointing the program on one system, transferring the checkpoint onto a different system, and successfully resuming the execution there.

The cost of recovery from failures in the method was found to be very low on UCF-compatible machines, and a little higher on UCF-incompatible machines. Our experiments show that the total volume of data that needs to be recovered is the determining factor in recovery cost; the system overhead is very small.

The instrumented versions of the benchmark programs were hand-translation to obtain the data reported in this paper.

The method according to one embodiment of the invention only requires that (1) a user program be submitted to a
front-end source-to-source C pre-compiler before compilation on the desired target machine, and (2) the runtime library be linked to produce the final executable. It does not limit the choice of compiler or impose any system-specific demands. This makes it easy to render any C program robust in the presence of faults and recoverable on any UNIX-based system.

The foregoing embodiments are merely exemplary and are not to be construed as limiting the present invention. The present teaching can be readily applied to other types of apparatuses. The description of the present invention is intended to be illustrative, and not to limit the scope of the claims. Many alternatives, modifications, and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art.

What is claimed is:
1. A method for portable checkpointing comprising the steps of:
   pre-compiling an input application source code and basic data type conversion functions; and
   outputting an associated output application source code and structure metrics and conversion function source code, wherein the output application source code includes support for portable checkpointing, wherein the portable checkpointing provides at least one portable checkpoint that can be executed on a destination platform that is independent of operating system restrictions and processor restrictions including one of memory page size, firmware byte-ordering and word size.
2. The method for portable checkpointing of claim 1, wherein the basic data type conversion functions include a separate conversion function for each target machine architecture.
3. The method for portable checkpointing of claim 1, wherein the structure metrics and conversion function source code includes code associated to structures in the input application source code.
4. The method for portable checkpointing of claim 1, comprising the further step of:
   compiling the output application source code and structure metrics and conversion function source code to produce application object code and a structure metric and conversion library, respectively.
5. The method for portable checkpointing of claim 4, wherein said compiling step includes compiling shadow library for runtime support source code to produce a shadow library.
6. The method for portable checkpointing of claim 4, comprising the further step of:
   linking the application object code and the structure metric and conversion library to produce application executable code.
7. The method for portable checkpointing of claim 5, comprising the further step of:
   linking the application object code, the structure metric and conversion library, and the shadow library to produce application executable code.
8. The method for portable checkpointing of claim 1, wherein said step of pre-compiling includes the sub-steps of:
   identifying data structures in the input application source code that need to be checkpointed;
   generating a shadow structure; and
   creating a structure metric to store conversion-specific information.
9. The method for portable checkpointing of claim 1, wherein the input application source code includes a general-purpose programming language code.

10. The method for portable checkpointing of claim 1, wherein the input application source code includes C code.
11. A system for portable checkpointing, comprising:
   a marker inserter for receiving original source code, and inserting markers for support of portable checkpointing to produce input source code; and
   a pre-compiler, coupled to said marker inserter, for pre-compiling the input source code and basic data type conversion functions, and for outputting an associated output application source code and structure metrics and conversion function source code, wherein the output application source code includes support for portable checkpointing, wherein the portable checkpointing provides at least one portable checkpoint that can be executed on a destination platform that is independent of operating system restrictions and processor restrictions including one of memory page size, firmware byte-ordering and word size.
12. A method for generating a structure metric for portable checkpointing, comprising:
   identifying data structures in an input application source code that need to be checkpointed;
   generating a shadow structure; and
   creating a structure metric to store conversion-specific information, wherein the portable checkpointing provides at least one portable checkpoint that can be executed on a destination platform that is independent of operating system restrictions and processor restrictions including one of memory page size, firmware byte-ordering and word size, comprising:
   creating pre-compiler source code and architecture-specific configuration files;
   gathering metrics on the architecture-specific configuration files to produce a metric file; and
   compiling the pre-compiler source code and the metric file to generate a pre-compiler.
13. A method for generating a pre-compiler for portable checkpointing, wherein the portable checkpointing provides at least one portable checkpoint that can be executed on a destination platform that is independent of operating system restrictions and processor restrictions including one of memory page size, firmware byte-ordering and word size, comprising:
   pushing objects on a shadow stack;
   identifying which of the objects include pointers;
   generating an associated offset value for the identified pointers and objects that are pointed to; and
   adding the associated offset value to the shadow stack.
15. The method for run-time support of claim 14, wherein said step of adding comprises replacing the identified pointer with the associated offset value.
16. The method for run-time support of claim 14, further comprising the step of:
   placing objects that can be pointed to on an object stack.
17. The method for run-time support of claim 16, further comprising the step of:
   searching the object stack for a target address of at least one of the identified pointers.
18. The method for run-time support of claim 17, further comprising the steps of:
   finding the identified pointer’s target address on the object stack; and
   putting the identified pointer on a pointer stack.
19. The method for run-time support of claim 17, further comprising the step of:
   finding that the identified pointer’s target address is not on the object stack.
20. The method for run-time support of claim 16, wherein said step of placing the objects that can be pointed to on the object stack comprises placing object information on the object stack.
21. The method for run-time support of claim 20, wherein the object information includes at least one of an address on a run-time stack, a size on the run-time stack, and an address on the shadow stack.
22. The method for run-time support of claim 14, wherein the associated offset value is the difference between a pointer address on the shadow stack of the object and an object address on the shadow stack of the object that is pointed to.
23. The method for run-time support of claim 14, wherein at least one of the objects that includes a pointer is a pointer.
24. The method for run-time support of claim 14, further comprising a step of:
   determining if the object can be pointed to.
25. The method for run-time support of claim 24, wherein said step of determining is based upon compile-time information.
26. A method for run-time support of forward pointers during portable checkpointing, wherein the portable checkpointing provides at least one portable checkpoint that can be executed on a destination platform that is independent of operating system restrictions and processor restrictions including one of memory page size, firmware byte-ordering and word size, the method comprising:
   completing pushing of objects on a shadow stack;
   locating forward pointers in the shadow stack;
   calculating an associated offset value for each forward pointer; and
   inserting the associated offset values in the shadow stack.
27. The method for run-time support of claim 26, wherein said step of inserting comprises replacing the forward pointer with the associated offset value.
28. The method for run-time support of claim 26, wherein the associated offset value is the difference between a pointer address on the shadow stack of the forward pointer and an object address on the shadow stack of an object that is pointed to.
29. A method for supporting portable checkpointing of heap data structures, wherein the portable checkpointing provides at least one portable checkpoint that can be executed on a destination platform that is independent of operating system restrictions and processor restrictions including one of memory page size, firmware byte-ordering and word size, the method comprising:
   providing a customized memory allocator;
   maintaining a used list with pointers to allocated memory blocks; and
   extending a memory block header to include additional information.
30. The method for supporting portable checkpointing of claim 29, wherein the additional information includes at least one of a tag, a shadow address, and a pointer to a type metric.
31. A method for portable checkpointing of heap data structures, comprising:
   scanning a used list for pointers;
   pushing a pointed to heap object on to a shadow stack; and
   performing garbage collection based on said scanning step.
32. A method for run-time support of pointers during portable checkpointing, wherein the portable checkpointing provides at least one portable checkpoint that can be executed on a destination platform that is independent of operating system restrictions and processor restrictions including one of memory page size, firmware byte-ordering and word size, comprising:
   identifying which objects for checkpointing include pointers; and
   generating an associated offset value for the identified pointers and objects that are pointed to.
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